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on the sides,
this class should receive more attention. much skill she has, and
the
winds
were
slopes
high
conditions
by
For two hours weather
to drive alone.
i· quickly absorbed.
wilderness of the and the stars and stripes infolded one
It has been my usual practice to sow way if she may be trusted
in
the
nevertheless
but
thick
so
mist
of
driving
It is the natural condition of things varied. Periods
Goes Relief at Once.
oats after potatoes without plowing the
Almost out of sound another, and at the interludes were
that we couldn't see five rods would be mountaiu tops.
that all women should be housekeepers
No
whistle.
It cleanses, soothes,
a steam
heard "Yankee Doodle" and "Hall.
lof
ground.
with
the
rifts
in
clouds,
succeeded
by
house or not.
No jangling Columbia."
This should be done quite early if a whether they ever kept
h>als ami protects
a
while
some boautiful within a number of miles.
quartet sang
a happier task blue sky overhead and
for
ask
need
woman
No
oats
Late
is
demand. "Down
yield
the (li;>ea.sea memexpected.
large crop
the Swanee Itiver."
At times the surrounding telephone bell with its insistent
Upou
to the wants cloud effects.
of
than
that
administering
hulls
all
with
kernels
brane r<eultin^' from
uearly
light crops,
stand out No sound of a phonograph rendering
Then came the turn of the human
can peaks within ten miles would
and little meat. When using sod laud of those she loves. Housekeeping
Catarrh and drives
then they would be obscured popular songs by Bill Murray or anybody
who advanced to the
to a science or reduced to a clear, and
raised
be
encyclopedia,
best
results,
fall
with
a
Cold
the
for
oats
iu
of
gives
else.
No
plowing
communicating
away
were I
way
The secret of good in clouds, while the valleys below
front of the stage and announced himmiles
Head quickly. Kethree
over
at
least
especially if the season happeutt to be mere occupation.
we
any one, except
is system. Home means at one time clear and at another time
stores the Sen*»·» of
of mountain trail. Just the silence and self readj to auswer, sight unseen, all
dry, and if grass is sown the chances of housekeeping
would look down on a sea of billows.
'luete and 8m< II. Full siz»· 50 et».. at drug- its success are much better. Work the so mui-h in this century. It means all
desolation of the mountain top.
I
visitquestions the audience might prowe
the
of
course
In
the
morning
life worth living.
gists or by mail. Iu liquid form, 73 cent». surface until well pulverized 3 or 4 that really makes
You can imagine, then, the shock that pound.
in which the I ed the old Tip-Top House, secured a cup
dawns
the
when
with
And
the
seed
day
56
York.
New
I
broadcast
of the Hut,
inches deep.
Ely Brother», Warren Street,
A volley of queries was fired at hhn,
of coffee at the lunch counter, and did I got, when, inside the door
2 1-2 to three bushels home maker ceases to exist if she hi»
a seeder, using
The I discovered on the wall a telephone! and the encyclopedia breathlessly told
and her life work our duty among the souvenirs.
and
had
harwith
a
gumption
it
cover
and
grit
around
to
light
per acre,
for some years used only And to cap the thing, turning
the distance of the earth from Mars,
has been well done, her children will I Tip-Top House,
row or weeder.
in tbe corner of the room, there
I for storage, was tbe only building on the the table
the number of boues in the human
When harvested just a little green rise up and call her blessed.—Ex.
of
a
number
and
stood
a
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
peak not burned in the fire of June. II records ! phonograph
skeleton, of square miles In the British
may be cut with the mowing mawas erected over fifty years ago, in 1858
located in the village of West Paris. they
Work when Work Presses.
and raked with a horse rake withchine
the wilderness is getting tamed empire and other equally Important
Verily,
walls
were laid of rough rocks, and
The
I
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
The day among days when the farmei
we shall
out losing much grain, if one is careful
facts.
nside it was sheathed and finishod with very fast, and if this keeps on,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
let the horses walk between the should stay away from town, ie the day
There was a brief pause, In which an
The build- to
at great expense, a< have a trolley line running over the
lumber
I
with apple and pear trees.
up
brought
swathe as much as possible, and do the when too frequently he does not etaj
northern peaks, with refreshment stande American stood up.
"What great
no form of road except trails then oxist
ings are situated high from the street mowing late in the day, when the heads
most
frequentlj ed. The
away. It is the day
of the first story obliged at tbe base of every mountain.
event took place July 4, 177ÛÏ" he pro
with broad piazza shaded with vines
height
referraise
The
I
the
with
dew.
to
chosen for going
city.
When we reached the Hut we found
It
A spring ol are slightly damp
I a tall man to look out for his head.
in a loud, glad voice.
commanding a due view.
six to ten acres, aad feed them ence is to Siturday. This is the da;
of the man- pounded
These build from
the upper story some small slopinj thero a party of ton made up
pure water on premises.
The human encyclopedia glared at
Horses,
The
without
farmers
all
most
when
temptatior
threshing.
go.
nearly
one of the teachers, and a number
an»
be
not
would
ager,
what
furnished
furnished
chambers
and
prettily
ings are well
cattle, sheep and hogs will do well on to visit is very strong, and ere the farm- I considered habitable accommodation! of the girls of a summer camp school. him. "Th" hlncident you speak of, sir,
the owner would be glad to sell tb«
them and hens will cle-»n all the grain er knows it, the day is gone. In the
was a hlnfamous boutrage."—Everydown on the level, but at that time anc Our party of six increased the night's
furniture and
furnishings with th«
from the straw if given a small forkful busy season of the year he cannot affore
that number. We settled our- body's Magazine.
wai
by
house
the
party
conditions
under
I
house. This is a great bargain and wil
existing
All the straw that is left may bt this. It may be all right when the worl
selves comfortably, and prepared to dry
a haven of refuge.
be aold on reasonable terms. Call on οι daily.
u«ed for bedding. I have to buy $400 οι is less pressing. From spring until fal
Then the
house has undergont out as woll as we could.
fire
the
the
Since
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris $•>00 worth of grain each year whether 1 the work is
How Birds Meet Emergencies.
pressing. The crop must b<
betran to arrive. Four men
trampers
now contains two necessi
it
and
Maine.
repairs,
Dr. Francis II. Herrick says a sparhave my owu threshed or not, uud if I put in with all promptness if it is t(
who
men
Two
the
Valley Way.
ties of any point sought b.y .tourists—ar came up
It is no sooner in than the
can get the full feeding value withoul grow well.
lost in King's Ravine and climb- row will pluck a horsehair from tbe
eating place and a souvenir store. Thi had got
rhreshing it saves lie a dirty and ex work of cultivation must begin, and tlx
Glasses Warranted.
the
ed
steep wall finally struck the mouth of a nestling, while another
up
oating place is a lunch counter, and thi
pensive job and gives just as good re· cultivating of the crop is not completec I
trail and blew in out of the rain, soaked bird, like an oriole, will stand by and
are necessarily twice or thrici
prices
ol
on.
The
suits.
post
until the harvest draws
Four mon and three women see its mate hang until dead without
to the skin.
The larger half ο
those of the valley.
In the care of liens I think it is botte: duty is the place where the farmei
And
showed up from some other trail.
the lower floor is devoted to tho sale ol
attempting to release it
than threnbed grain, as it gives then 1 should be fourni until his work of storwere thirty
A robin will tug at a string which
souvenirs, chiefest of which, of course so it went on, until there
authori
is
All
summer's
exercise.
the
needed
completed
poultry
crop
was
the
caretaker
ing
and
•
The tourist picks out ι people in the Hut.,
*re P',8t cards.
ha* caught on a limb, but Is never seen
If you want the be*
ties advise sowing grain in the straw foi Is be to have no relaxation? Of courst II
wore
how
to
out
going
they
figure
dozen carde or so. goes to the long writ trying
.r
of giaeee*, coneult u>«
fully to meet the situation by releasing
the bens to scratch out. Why not le
he ia. He is entitled to it, but it shoulc I
^ y
shelf on the other side of the room to be disposed of In the bunks which
^
Come hero Why?
them have it in the "original package' come at a season when work is no! mg
would
accommodate
twenty-five, when the string. It will make several turns
of the cards, and thei I
writes
I
part
up
1
in
I
ami
of
rauw my aucocMful experience
speela aud »ave the expense
threshing?
of a cord about a limb and leave the
pressing.—New England Homestead.
brain to think where to senr I somebody announced,
tend to sow wheat with my oats thi;
Itnowle'lK* 1» the Optical bunlneee enables in
"Two more men coming up the Knife other end free without any relation to
Tha :
the rest of them and what to say.
I usi
to a-lj net quickly to the mint delicate vision 1 year for the hens to work upon.
drawing Use of Cottonseed.
the nest, so that Its effort Is useless.
If she's a woman shi )
is, if he's a man.
about .">00 pounds of complete fertilize!
properly tltte<l lent). CuneultaUona or cxaniloi
And in a few minutes they showed up, It ties no knots.
The development of the cottoneee< I doesn t have any trouble knowing
* wha :
Maxim
F.
oats.—H.
for
the
tion» free.
acre
per
but the caretaker took them down the
of the United State II to say.
The gull, according to abundant and
Oxford County, Me., in New Englam j products industry
is little short of phenomenal. In thi :
In a corner of the room is a post office trail a quarter of a mile into the woods, competent testimony, will carry shell
Homestead.
which
In
a
tent
them
and
established
past ten years production of cake an< and here the postmaster is sorting ove
tl&h to a considerable height, drop them
meal has jumped from 570,000 tons t< some packs of post cards, for the sum some unknown man had pitched a few
Ky< Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4
on the rocks or hard ground and repeat
it
off
and
the
cotton
h
of
leaving
Western
Beef
High.
mit is visited every day by large number ί days earlier, going
Why
1,786,000 tons. The output
the experiment uutll it gets the soft
seed in oil in that time has fully trebled of people, who come by train, team am I next day. What was done with the thirIt is recorded that 1,500 bushels η ρ
t<
from
ty in tbe Hut I have no clear idea, but meaL—Chicago Tribune.
05,000,000
gallons
11 ou foot.
going
corn sold at an elevator at Stel'a, Ne
The weather prospect finally looke< I they were packed away by some means,
176.000.000 gallons. Ten years agi
braska, recen'ly for 80 cents per bushel
In spite of the rather crowded accorn4i so
promising that we decided to go oi
Board am Ten years ago the average farm pric< 1,628,000 tons of cottonseed, or only
Three men hoarders.
Qood Advict.
I look back at tbe hours
per cent of the total seed production • the schodule arrangod before leavini : modations,
was 22 cents, ii
Nebraska
in
for
corn
Father (solemnly)—This thrashing 1»
into various by home, and start on the trail over th • spent at tbe Hut as a very pleasant ocmanufactured
was
washing done $3.50 per week.
1897 17 cents and in 189β 13 cents. Tlx
congenial company. going to hurt me more than you, NapoRe enforced by tw, , casion with a
products. In 1907, 3,844.000 tons of cot northern peaks.
N'HS. CHAS. A. ALLEN,
recent high price was paid because con
those gathered there wore men leon. Napoleon (sympathetically)—Well,
coo
w<>re manufactured, this
whom we met at the sum
Among
tonseed
college
boys
th<
ifnd
m
tbat
section
Scuth Paris, Maine is very scarce
from several states of the Union. There don't be too rough on yourself, dad. I
stitu ing 65 per cent of the total see
mit. we sot out about 10 o'clock,
new crop there and in uear»by section
as ain't worth It—London
Homestead.
Scraps.
Traveling on the carriage road is ι ι were three clergymenandrepresenting
not at all promising.
Quite a diflereuc produced.—New England
a majority of
simple matter; traveling over the easiee t many denominations,
in prices in the past ten years. And ye
We Do all Kinds of....
the men were either college students or
tbini
is
another
mountain
trails
ι
of
the
as
cleai
If you keep everything just
people wonder why meat, one of th<
A close friend *ls one who turns you
graduates. There were meetings beWhen, some millions ο
in yonr stables and mill : I altogether.
products of corn, doe· not sell as low a as possible
JOB PRINTING.
tween men who had met before, and down when you want a small loan.—
3
convulsion·
of
natur
the
will
do
of
have
fear
room yon
inspector!
it did ten years ago.—Tarf, Farm am
V0·
I threw this bunch of hills up Into the aii , nearly every one discovered a mutual ao- St Joseph News-PreM.
—New Bngland Farmer.
Atwood A Forbw, South Parfa u Home,
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PATE DE FOIE GRAS.

ball rooiu above Malda's.
At boiue Maidu found clamor and
confuelon—tbe landlady's tongue clat- Fearful Cruelty That Makaa Thli
tering sourly In tbe ball* like a cburn
Dainty a Possibility.
And
;asber dabbling In buttermilk.
To the ordinary m au and woman no
then Grace came dowu to her room ronceptlon of the torture to which the
crying with eye· as red as any dress. poor, unfortunate goose is put could
"She says I've got to get out" said
possibly be formed.
Grace, "the old beast, because 1 owe
The geese when about nine months
She's put my trunk in the •Id are taken from the pastures aud
her $4.
I can't go
hall and locked the door.
placed In an underground cellar, where
anywhere else. I haven't got α cent
stone slabs stand in

•coupled the

r~

PUEPLE
By O. HENRY.
the β. 8. McClure Co.]
to coneider the shade
It is a
known ae purple.
color justly in repute among
the sons and daughters of
man. Emperors claim It for their espeGood fellows everywhere
cial dye.
seek to bring their neses to the genial
hue that follows the commingling of

[Copyright, 1906, by

WE

are

the red and blue. W· say of princes
that they are born to the purple, and
no doubt tbey are, for the colic tinges
their faces with the royal tint equally
with the snub nosed countenance of a

woodchopper'e brat All women love It
-when It is the fashion.
And now uurple is being worn. You
Of course
notice It on the streets.
other colors are quite stylish as wellIn fact, I saw a lovely thing tho other
day In olive green albatross, with a
triple lapped flounce skirt trimmed
with insert squares of silk, and a

Iraped fichu of lace opening over a
«birred vest and double puff sleeves
with a lace band holding two gathered
frills—but you see lots of purple too.
Oh, yes, you do; Just take a walk down
Twenty-third street any afternoon.
Therefore Ma Ida—the girl with the
big brown eyes and cinnamon colored
hair in the Bee Hive store—said to
Grace—the girl with the rhlnestone
brooch and peppermint pepsin flavor to
her speech—"I'm going to have a pur·
dress—a tailor made purple dresa—

pie

for

Thanksgiving."

"Oh,

are

away some

you," said Grace, putting
7Vi gloves Into the 6% bo*.

You see more
me for red.
red on Fifth avenue. And the men all
seem to like It."
"I like purple best," said Malda.
"And'old Schlegel has promised to
make It for $8. It's going to be lovely.
I'm going to have a plaited skirt and
a blouse coat trimmed with α band of
under a white cloth collar with

"Well, it's

of money."
"You had

broad, slanting

yesterday.'·

said

shrilled the red one. "How does
Don't you think
It fit in the back?
these velvet tabs look awful swell?
Why ain't you dressed, Malda?"
"My dress didn't get finished In
time," said Malda. "I'm not going t<<

yet?"

the dinner."
"That's too bad.
Why, I'm awful
Why don't you put on
sorry, Malda.
anything and come along? It's Just the
store folks, you know, and they won't
mind."
"I was set on ray purple." said Mai
da. "If I can't huve It 1 won't go at
Iluu
Don't bother about me.
all.
along or you'll be lute. You look aw

ful nice in red."
At her window Malda sat through
the long moruing and past the time of
lu lier rain.!
the dinner at the store,

she could hear the girls shrieking ovei
two rows of"—
a pull bone, could hear old B.ichmnn's
"Sly boots!" said Grace, with an edu- roar over his own deeply conceal··
cated wluk.
Jokes, could see the diamonds <>f Γ:ι:
—"soutache braid over a surpllced Mrs. Hachraan, who came to the st <st
white vest, and a plaited basque and"— only on Thanksgiving days; could sp.
boots!"
repeated Mr. Ramsey moving about alert, kind
"Sly boots—sly
Grace.
ly, looking to the comfort of nil
At 4 In the afternoon, with an ex
—"plaited glgot sleeves with a drawn
velvet ribbon over an Inside cuff. pressionless face and a lifeless air. sin
What do you mean by saying that?"
slowly made her way to SehlegelV
"You think Mr. Itamsay likes purple. shop and told him she could not pa\
I heard him say yesterday he thought the $4 due on the dress
"Gott!" cried Schlegel. angrily. "Kot
some of the dark shades of red were
what do you look so glum? Take III;

galloon

stunning."

"I don't care," said Malda. "I prefer
and them that don't like It can
Just take the other side of the street."
Which suggests the thought that,
after all, the followers of purple may
Dan·
be subject to slight delusions.
lo
........ trhon II mnlilpti tlllllkS SllC
can wear purple regardless of complexions and opinions and when emrobes will
perors think their purple

purple,

......

wear

forever.

Maida had saved $13 after eight
mont lis of economy, and this had
bought the goods for the purple dress
and paid Schlegel $4 on the malting
of it. On the day before Thanksgiving she would have just enough to pay
the remaining $4. And then for a holiIn a new dress! (Tan earth offer

day
anything

more

make clothes Is It that I do not know
how to read peoples because? You wlb
pay me some time when you can
Take him away. He Is made g iot. ac
If you look pretty In him all right S<>
Mailla breathed a millionth pari ·>;
the thanks In her heart and linn ici
away with her dress. As she left tip
shop a smart dash of rain struck upw
She smiled and did no'
her face.
feel it
Ladies who shop In carriages, you do
(ilrls whose ward
not understand.

enchanting?

would knock those cranky health no
tions of his sky high before the wed
ding cake Indigestion was over.
Mr. Bamsay was master of ceremo
ules at the dinners. Always they had
two Italians in to play a violin and
harp aud had a little dance In the
store.

And here were two dresses being
conceived to charm Bamsay, one pur
pie and the other red. Of course the
other eight girls were going to have

dresses, too, but they didn't count.
Very likely they'd wear some shirt
waist aud black skirt affairs—nothing
as resplendent as purple or red.

Grace bad saved her money too. She
was going to buy her dress ready made.
Oh, what's the use of bothering with a
tailor? When you've got a flgger It's
easy to get a fit. The ready made are
Intended for a perfect figger—except I
have to have 'em ail taken in at the
waist. The average flgger Is so large
walsted.
The night before Thanksgiving came.
Maida hurried home, keen and bright
with the thoughts of the blessed morHer thoughts were of purple,
row.
hut they were white themselves, tbe
joyous enthusiasm of the young for the
pleasures that youth must bave or
wither.
She knew purple would become her, and for the thousandth time
she tried to assure herself that it was
purple Mr. Ramsay said he liked and
not red.
She was going home first to
get the $4 wrapped in a piece of tissue
paper In the bottom drawer of hei
dresser, and then she was going to pay
Schlegel and take the dress home herself.
Grace lived In the same house. She

absorbed all the strength and

WHY WE SLEEP.
Darkness and Our Eyes the Answer,
Says a Scientist.

If It were always daylight we should
sleep. So says a scientist
There is no particular reason why we
or any other animals should rest on
never

average eight or nine hours a day.
The period of rest has !>een determined by the fact that eight hours Is
the average time when there 1» a lack
of sullicleut light to enable us to move
about in comfort.
This most fundamental distinction
between day and night Is wholly relative to the sense of sight It only affects those types of life which have
an

The lowest fo.-ms of unlmal life—
tho sightless denizens of ocean depths
—do uot rest at regular Intervals. They
prowl around Incessantly, seeding
alone.
prey by the sense of touch
When they.rest It Ls at Irregular peIn other worus, tue.v nave no
rlods.
distinct periodicity of their own.

Hut ns soon as eyes «g» developed,
nnd In proportion of this development,
animals Itcgln to divide their time into
two main portions—a waking and a
While there Is light
sleeping time.
they perform nil motive functions.
When darkness comes they retire to
nest or lair to rest.—Cleveland Plain

during the last century or so. They
have plenty of stories of strons men
capable of wielding extraordinary
or
weapons, of bending wondrous bow*
of lifting heavy weights, etc.

Even within the last few years feats
of archery were done before an officer
could get his commission In the army,
and in almost any village there Is a
bamhoo with a pierced stone at either
end to test the strength of the rising
generation in lifting. But there was
nothing of regular athletic training, except for a few wrestlers perhaps, became.—Shanghai Merfore
cury.

foreigners

The Rich Turkish Beggar.
Beggars are never suppressed in Turkey. The story Is told (and they say It
Is true) about an American lady who by

pinched

in

have

Juices

Chinese Athletics.
The Chinese have always had athletic exercises of η sort In which they
have rather prided themselves, (hough
u
none ever seem to have taken such
hold on the nation as ours have on us

tilnners Mr. UamsayOh. bother! I should have meutloned
lie Is more
Mr Bamsay first of all.
or
important than purple or green
·. en the red cranberry sauce.
Mr lîainsav was the head clerk, and
him
as far as I am concerned 1 am for
the girls* arms when
II.· never

the store had little pork chop
and fried onion dreams every night of
becoming Mrs. Bamsay, for next year
old Bachman was going to take him in
for a partner, and each one of them
knew that if she should catch him she

Those who die of their own accord are
lost to the liver factory; therefore a
kind of study Is ueeded to see when
the cup of agony Is brimming full and
the liver is rli«? for taking. The bodies of such ripe ones are like pumpWhere ordinarily fingers are
kins.
burled In flesh and fat nothing but
skin and l>one are found. The livers

Dealer.

them of the joys of the past banquet
and the hopes of the coming ones, thus
inciting them to Increased enthusiasm
The dinner was given lu the
In work.
store on one of the long tables in the
middle of the room. They tacked wrap
ping paper over the front windows,
and the turkeys and other good things
were brought In the back way from
You
;!ie restaurant on the corner.
was
v. Ill perceive that the Bee Hive
not a fashionable department store,
It
-.vith escalators and pompadours.
called
λ·:::» almost small enough to Ik;
•tn i'4i:p.>riu-n, and you could actually
i:i there and get waited on and walk
And always at the Thanks>(!! :;::a!:i

girls

bles.

developed eyes.
Plants, being dependent for their
growth upon thï action of rays of
sunlight which fill upon their leaves,
have a wide distinction between day
l'a y me some
He is ready,
away.
They eat and
aud night ftinct one
I la f I not seen you pass mine
time.
in the ll;ht and grow during
digest
shop every day In two years? Il I the hours of darkness.

Old Bach man, the proprietor of the
Bee Hive store, always gave a Thanksgiving dinner to his employees. On
3<>4 days,
every one of the subsequent
excusing Sundays, he would remind

he passed them In dark corners of the
store, and when he told them stories
when business was dull and the girls
giggled and said, "Oh. pshaw!" It
wasn't G. Bernard they meant at all
Besides being a gentleman, Mr. Bam
other
say was queer and original In
be
ways. He was a health crank and
lleved that people should never eat
anything that was good for them. He
was violently opposed to anybody be
ing comfortable and coming in out of
snowstorms or wearing overshoes or
taking medicine or coddling themselves
in any way.
Every one of the ten

and are bound fast to the ta-

rows,

They ure l|-erally crucified.
lfalda.
Feet, wings aud bodies are spread
"I paid it on^ my dress," said Grace. out aud bound by bands, so that only
"I thought she'd wait till next week the neck Is left free. As may be Imagfor the rent"
ined. The animal struggles with all Its
Sniffle, sniffle, sob, sniffle.
might against thli stretching till, after
Out came—out it hud to come—Mai- days of rain endeavor to free itself
da's $4.
from the bands and its position, its
"You blessed darling!" cried (Jrace. powers of resistance are overcome, and
"I'll a dull
now a rainbow instead of sunset.
resignation, broken only by its
pay the mean old thing and then I'm low cries, takes possession of it Two
going to try on ray dress. 1 think it's months must pass away before death
heavenly. Come up and look at it. I'll brings relief.
pay the money back, a dollar a weekThe animals are meanwhile crammed
honest I will."
with dumplings made of dough of
Thanksgiving.
buckwheat, chestnuts and stewed
The dinner was to be at noon. At a maize.
Every two hours, six times β
quarter to 12 Grace switched into Mal· day. they receive from three to five
da's room. Yes, she looked charraln? dumpling pills, v.hlcb In time become
Red was her.color. Malila sat by tin- so sweet to the tortured creatures that
window in her old cheviot skirt and they stretch their uecks to be cramblue waist darning α st—oh. doing med.
fancy work.
The most difficult task is to deter"Why, goodness me, ain't you dressed mine the right moment for death.
some

She looked up into Mr

Haineuy'*

cue»

robes are charged to the old man's account, you cannot l>egin to comprehend
you could not understand, why Malda
did not feel the cold dash of the
Thauksglvlug rain.
At 5 o'clock she went out upon the

rtreet wearing her purple dress. The
tain had Increased, and it beat down
upon her in a steady, wind blown pour
People were scurrying home and to
iars with closc held umbrellas and
Mauy of
tight buttoned raincoats.
them turned their heads to marvel at

this beautiful, serene, happy eyed girl
In the purple dress walking through
the storm as though she were strolliug
Ui a garden under summer skies.
I say you do not understand It, ladies
of the full purse and varied wardrobe
You do not know what it is to live with
ι

perpetual longing

for

pretty thlngs-

eight months in order to
purple dress and a holiday to-

fo starve

brlug a
gether. What difference if it rained,
hailed, blew, snowed, eycloned?

Maida had no umbrella nor overshoes. She had her purple dress and
Hbe walked abroad. Let the elements
dA their worst. A starved heart must
have one crumb during a year. The
rain ran dawn and dripped from her

fingers.

Some

one

turned

a

corner

and

blocked ber way. She looked up into
Mr. Ramsay's eyes, sparkling with ad-

miration and Interest
"Why, Miss Maida," said he, "you
look simply magnificent in your new
drees. I was greatly disappointed not
to see you at our dinner. And of all
tfie girls I ever knew you show the
greatest sense aud intelligence. There
is nothing more healtbfuj and invigorating than braving the weather as
you are doing. May I walk with you?"
And Malda blushed and sneezed.

Hi· Night Work.
makes you stay at the

WIfey—What

office so late at
anything by it?
No.
Hubby

night?

Do you

gain

But I have several
times come—er—within an ace of gaining something.—Philadelphia Record.
The Explanation.
Hiui (lu the surf»—The water is getting cold. 1 wonder why.
Her-That tall girl who Just came 1»
Ν from Roston.—New Orleans Times

Democrat.

mistake gave a beggar of Constantinople a gold piece. The man had left his
post when she returned, but one of his
colleagues told her where he "resided."
It was a fine house, and at the door

was a servant, who politely Informed
the lady that "mv master is dressing.
He will be down soon." And then the
well groomed beggar, dressed for dinner, appeared and gladly returned the
gold piece, exclaiming In the mean-

while that such mistakes were highly
aud
Com-

embarrassing.—"Charities
mons."

Force of 8torm Waves.
The average storm wave Is thirty
The highest storm,
feet In height
wares ever measured were betweeu1
forty-four and forty-eight feet high.
The gigantic force of storm waves is

fact that at Skerryvore
the west const of
land, a mass of rock weighing five and :
η half tons was once hurled to a
of seventy-two feet above the sea lev-'
el, while a mass weighing thirteen andj
a half tone was torn from a cliff
ty-four feet high.—rail Mall Gazette.

by the
lighthouse, off

shown

Scot-'(

height'

seven-1

Explained

at Last.

"Tlie late Dr. Morgan Dix." eald α
clergyman of New York, "bad a droll
way of lightening grave subjects wltli

little humirous asides. Once I beard
him addressing a graduating class at
He began la this
α medical school.
way:

"'Physiologists tell us, gentlemen,
that the older a man grows the smaller
his brain becomes. This explains why
the old man knows nothing and the
young one everything.'

"

A Strong Hint.
had met for the first time since
their schooldays and were telling each
other of their professional careers.
"And how did you come to leave the

They

stngeï" asked

one.

"I bad a hint that 1 was
for it"
The little bird*
"1 see.
eh Ï"
"Well, no; not exactly.
might have been birds had

allowed to hatch."

not suited

told you,
But they
they been

A Lesson.
Tou said
Look here!
that If I'd give you your dinner you'd
The Hobo—
mow the lawn for me.
I'd like to^do It ma'am, but 1 gotter
teach yer a lesson. Never trust th'

ïbe Lady

—

word of a total

Leader.

stranger.—Cleveland
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and
friends
with
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
Mia· Cora A. Young of Bowdoinham
parishioner·.
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SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Mrs. F. B. Tnell went to Dr. King's waa In town a few day·, the gueafc
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Withington. Mlaa Young baa
Hospital in Portland, Wednesday, and Clan
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eral years and now holda a poaition in
Paris Mill.
ceived.
Me.
Atwood & Forbes, Vint Baptist Church, Bar. Q. W. F. Hll. ρω
Monday, Fhil, the little son of Mr. end Skowbegan,
Mlaa Anne Stanwood ia visiting Mrs.
tor.
l illUn tad PrtyrMart.
Preaching every Sunday it 10:46 a- .*· Mrs. B. W. Kimball, was taken ill and
Sabbath
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at
evening
School
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Sunday
after only a few F. P. Withington.
a. E. roaua.
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Y. P. S. C. K. Tuesday evening. died Tuesday forenoon,
at 7».
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the
frienda in town. Misa Harlow baa a
η>ηί Meeting the laat Friday Defore
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Otherwise 90M a year. Single copie·
otherwlae connected
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All legal advertisement·
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Childa' market, returned Tneaday from
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WMt Parte.
Thank yon. Dlokvale! Yon shall have a
whole ouatard pie If yon can eat It W·
note that John concede· woman U generous, particularly where her heart U involved, bnt though she be in error, when
'he really understand* the right a true
woman osn usually he trusted to follow
it as the needle follows the pole. We
shall accept your advloe, Dickvale. It
How about West
appears sensible.
Bethel? Is he another back number
who wants bis hash warmed? Not being
acquainted, I do not know whether he Is
reasonably young and fairly good looking which certainly would be my requirements. We are much aurprised
that he abould aaaume we referred to
Slocum. How could we look Mra. Slocum square in the face? Our previoua

county.
this week for a visit of two or three Friendship with relatives.
Bon. D. P. Bailey and Mra. Bailey of
Mr. and Mra. H. A. Iriah returned nonsense has been in connection with a
Job PimiM :-New type, T**t preeaee, electric
Miss Daisy Dixon is visiting friends in
at
weeks to Mrs. Scribner's
here.
parents
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power, experienced
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Wednesday was field day of Hebron
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Mrs. J. H. Brooks of New York is visof Canton.
on her stand which she recently purFine, fat oysters have their day.
Mr. W. C. Spaulding left for Caribou
Mrs. D. H. Fifield is slowly improving
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to revise the year, no doubt,
For Senator,
There was a dance at Dunham's Hall
Benjamin Spaulding, who will be gone
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leave the Κ out."
Chenery.
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last Friday evening.
of Bethel. tion to the Universalist grove meeting Ana In every mouth would
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Aug. 28, from 3 to 4:30 P. m., at Hamlin in
Re.icllng— Leora Foster.
sales
are immense,
their
and
stock,
Memorial Hall. Light refreshments will
Bonney—Florence L. Poland.
Mr. Lester Bean recently entertained
orders being received from Texas, CaliHill School—Fred A. Partons.
Oxford.
Aug. 25-2$— Eaatern Maine fair, Bangor
be served, and a cordial welcome is exhis friend, G. R. Fenderson of Masardis,
states.
far distant
Aux. 27—Oxford Pomona Urange Held 'lay,
and
other
fornia,
ol
The fine new photograph
tended.
Mr. McGillicuddy of Lewiston spoke Maine.
South Part·.
are made daily by mail and
Line—Clara Bra?g.
J. M. Bartlett's new house is nearly
Aug. 31-Sept. 4— Central If aloe fair, Watervllle. Dr. Augustus C. Hamlin, recently given Shipments
in the interests of the Democratic party
Whiting—Dora L. Williams.
Sept. 1—Oxford Pomona Grange, North Water- by Mr. Edward Hamlin, will be seen foi express, and their business is steadily
Mountain—L. Ilel ;n Waterhouee.
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Rev. Arthur Callahan preached at
move in this week.
library
Sept. 7-1»—Maine State fair, LewUton.
Trier—Ethel M. Stetson.
The handsome tall clock, the very acnm*nwAiul.
Sept. 14—Sute election.
li. E. church Sunday.
Glover—Dorothy DeShon.
Denmark.
Sept-15-17—Oxford County fair, South Pari· ceptable bequest of Mrs. Eliza Hooper
Albion
wife
of
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Smith,
Smith,
Centre—Fred Stetson.
and Norway.
Such has been the weather since the
Stowell Moore, and the Eliza Hamlin
Mr. Julius W. Skidmore and wife,
died of consumption Aug. 0. She leaves
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Sept. 2»-Oct. 1—We*t Oxford fair, Pryeburg.
some
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drouth
Mr. E. Vinton and wife, Mr. John Logan
Bible, printed in Edinboro' one hundred
one son.
Brock—Lizzie Churchill.
to be cut yet and also grain.
Prince—Flora Ε Whitman.
and thirteen years ago, and donated tc hay
The Webber School reunion was held and wife of Bridgeport, Conn., arc
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was a steady rain nearly all day
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Foster.
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Allcn-Marv
the association by Mrs. Louise Briggs ol
on Wednesday, the 19th.
guests at the Maple wood here.
a thunder
EaU Buckfleld—Grace I. Austin.
South Paris, are other valuable gifts re- Monday, accompanied by
The corn shop will open for business
Mrs. Newport, who has been at Paris
South Hill—Temple Jor-lan.
the following night, and alKve» That Suulnt.
shower,
North Buckflold—Nathalie Wlthlngton.
ceived within the past year.
Hill for a week, has returned.
Wednesday, the 26th. It is bo reported,
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though
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Sew Tall Sulu.
Tbe old William Hazeltine house, 01
'Γ. A. Roberts Post and Corps held a
Intermediate—Fannie G. Harlow.
visible, the distance was such that the
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ing,
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thunder was hardly aadible.
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Mrs. Eraeline H. Cummings, at 11
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War Declared.
of 82 years. Mrs. Cummings has been
Mrs. Chas. B. Smith is reported ae
his memory. That may lows: Buckfleld, Sept. 8, at 10 o'clock Band was in attendance.
within
Her·'· the Proof.
farmer
in poor health for some months.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis and Mr. and Mrs. very sick.
Probate Notice*.
there is no wolf at the at the high school building; Sumner,
betrueaud
yet
7 Notice· of Appointment.
Mr. A. H. Jones is under the doctor's
Shaw of Andover, Mass., who have been
door; there is no time of the year when Sept. 9, at 2 o'clock at the school house
in Dr. Farrie' cottage here, have care.
farmer can live so cheaply and well at East Sumner; Hartford, Sept. 10, at ί camping
the
are
Co.
The Minot Packing
Mr. Gus Wentworth has a fine, new,
getting as from now until
returned to their home.
Oxford County Patriotic Association.
housing time, -pota- o'clock p. u., at the school house at
their plaDt in readiness for the annua!
Mr. David Kilbourne Wardwell, the three-seated carriage for carrying pleasenand
a
saw
large
cucumbers, Hartford Centre. Most.of the schoolt
Saturday, Aug. 15,
It is
season.
thought thai toes, corn, beans, peas,
notice of whose death in New Mexico ure parties.
with perhaps a will begin Monday, Sept. 14,1908.
thusiastic gathering at Dearborn Qrove, packing
work may start up by the first of Sep pumpkins, onions, etc.,
the
appeared in Boston papers last week,
for
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comes
Then
purfew apples, but not many.
Bryant'· Pond,
John's Letter.
tember.
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I.uther Maxim and
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some
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which
special
James M. Day has sold
perhaps require
have been visiting relatives in town.
in this state. He was born in 1822 Swan Pond was an enjoyable affair.
order at 11:30 a. m., by J. H. Barrows of
but never fear. We claim to George H. Coffin of this village. A pari ford,
The out-of-town
One of Sumner's "young ladies" whc economy;
and received his education in the public They usually are.
more value than the sparrows, so of the wood and pasture land was re
01
Bethel, who introduced Major A. M. is
be
schools of his native town. At the time speakers were Rev. Mr. Markley, Seba
picking berries is "Aunt Harriet* let's all look up instead of down and served.
offioer. Rev.
True of Bethel as
Newell, who takes tramps alone througt
of the Mexican War he enlisted as a pri- Gilbert and perhaps others, Rev. Mr.
Mr. Barton offered prayer. Mrs. Sarah
at it.
There was a good attendance at the
the brush and tills her pail although she keep
vate in the army where he won the rank Pottle of this town and maybe others.
is teaching at the Centre, lawn party held at the home of H. D
Putnam, national inspector of the W. Κ is
Ring
Myrtle
93
of
age
years
only a little over
of second lieutenant. At the breaking Without doubt all had a little something
C., through whose efforts this meeting Sumner may yet have a centenarian that being her second term there.
Bryant Thursday. A fine supper was out of the civil war he tendered his serv- to communicate. We planned to be one
was brought about, gave a most cordial
Annie Richard is teaching on Patch served by members of the Baptisl
at any rate she has a lady in the persoc
ices to the governor of Massachusetts, of the number, but tbe weaknees! ! !
address of welcome.
Mountain and Annie Kimball in the parish and during the evening there wai
"Aunt Harriet1' of remarkable vitality
of
and was commissioned colonel of the We have graduated, unless Brown's
Officers were elected as follows:
Irish
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articles.
The
α
of
proceed! Fifth Massachusetts
fancy
neighborhood.
who retains her mental faculties to s
Regiment and went troches or menthol cement tbe cracked
Three
Pre·.—O. A. Maxim, Part·.
ago next October, Mrs. amounting to nearly forty dollars will
surprising degree. Only last winter sh< , Wallace yearn
to the front. He passed through Balti- pipe. We hear that we were enquired
1st Vice Pre·.—Mr» Sarah Putnam, Dlxdeld.
was go towards the
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£.
Albany
Cummings
parsonage building
Pleasant to be enquired for unless
2d Vice Pre·.—Capt Bucknain, Mechanic Pall·. lived at the old homestead all alone
more with his regiment only one train for.
at the Lewiston hospital for can- The parsonage is to be built at once sc
8ec.—Clara Jordan, Norway.
It is said that "Uncle Judson" Robin treated
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Trea·.—J. H. Barrow·, Bethel.
cer;
inson, who is 93 years of age, has finally
thus missed the riot by one hour and a creditor.
Pre»» Cor.—Annie C. Bagley, Norway.
a quantity of muscle,
having been ordered. Rev. E. A. Davii
taken his bed and is evidently failing, others, including
We managed to get to the political
Executive Committeetwenty minutes. He had been three
being removed. Mr. Cummings made of Lewieton, who is one of the building times
Mr·. Ε. M. Curtl·. South Pari·.
He is also a native of Sumner.
married. He leaves a widow, two gathering at the village in the evening
an over night visit recently, and re- committee, is here looking after the
Lena Tubb·, Norway.
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broththree
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sons and one daughter
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in September for a ganize a stock company for the purpose Dominicus of North Perham, Me.,
Mary R. Bartlett. Bethel.
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who
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it of erecting a hotel. It is thought thai Cyrus T. Wardwell of this town.
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Mr. Martin, Rumford.
year. He is also a native cf Sumnei
and excitement caused by the pleasant manner, and then introduced
The power of dynamite, when given a to build a first class summer house. A exertion
Mr». Round·, South Part·.
and the oldest member living of the
wife from a leper's Mr. Skelton, ex-mayor of Lewiston, who
Mr. Pomeroy, We«t Sumner.
to show it, was well il- special town meeting will be called tc taking of his young
opportunity
good
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Congregational
the proverbial "singed
Pranklln Maxim. South Pari·.
It be- see if the town will exempt such a build hospital in Texas and flight into New proved to be like
on the road.
T. L. Eaatman. Kryeliurg.
Ezra Keene, who was quite badly hurl lustrated one day
cat." Made some good points, drove
Mexico.
came necessary to remove a large stone, ing from taxation for ten years.
Mr·. Merrtll. Hebron.
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nails in a sure place, skinned theothei
Roeetta Ryeroon, Went Sumner.
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walk about, but still quite lame and son but was so hard aa to make it impossible
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Hall, of Somerville, Mass.,
Ira Jordan. Bethel.
The next speaker was John P. Well,
it and see what that would do. The.v Some pieces of corn are reported as
Mrs. DebW Lowe is boarding with
Ella Jordan, Bethel.
homestead on their annual visit.
he
you know how it is with J. P.—how
J. E. Murah, South Pari·.
Mrs. Del ma Farrar.
William Cushman, the Democrat's ole did ao and the result was far beyond nearly ready for the factory now.
can eulogize and bow be can comfort
Horace Barrows was called to Boston
The' campflre at 1:30 p. m. was a most and respected correspondent, attendee their expectations. It not only threw
Among the visitors in town the pasl
he
in
did
That's what
broke it week were: Dana Bryant and Heler Friday morning by the illness of hii the mourners.
pleasing feature of the day; the singing the grange Field Day at the grove neai the stone out of the ground, but some
The full Turnei
own original way.
his
of
into several pieces and hurled
was led by Capt. Bucknam. "Tramp, Swan Pond, Hartford, and it is presum
Sylvester, Freeport; Mary E. Milliken niece.
Band furnished music, and good music,
of Brookville,
Miss Delia Ludden
tramp, tramp," and "Marching through ed partook of custard pie, as be was once the fragments beyond the limits of the Portland; Mr. and Mrs. Delphon Brooke,
for the occasion.
road.
Yarmouth; Sylvia Houghton and Alice Mass., is visiting Mrs. Amanda Biibee.
Qeorgia," went with a swing. The an honored member of the Custard Pie ,
We cannot understand why so level
Was well pleased with the grovo meet- Houghton, Llvermore Falls; Mr. and
Miss Hattie Merrill returned home
singers were no longer the gray haired Association. William is an easy eatei
beaded a man as our Ex-State Master
veterans who came on the grounds that of pie, easy in intelligent conversation ing Wednesday, as were they all or seem- Mrs. Fred J. Bird, Worcester, Mass. ; Friday morning.
of tbe Grange should place himself 01
James Robinson has finished working
morning, but boys again, just the same- easy with the T. D. pipe, and easy to ed to be at least ; good singing, speaking, Laura B. Buck, Hyde Park ; and Isabells
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for Oscar Swift.
brave, invincible boys, that served theii beat in a race, as he is very lame, bui a âne time talking with the Democrat Chandler, Boston.
undesirable and untenable position.
EnThe infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Villa West was called to Bethel
country so well during a most righteous not easy to beat in quick repartee. He , editors and divers other people.
Don't know what his secret feelings are,
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war.
Wednesday Wednesday by the death of her little but ours would be that we were in the
is a great reader and one oannot chai ; joyed a brief interview with the widow Sockalexis Newell
Interesting remarks were made by with him for an hour without learuinf of the late Charles Hoaghton of Liver- morning. Its age was four months.
nephew.
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Leon Bennett was in Berlin laat week Weat Paris lut Wednesday night
by the Oxford Universalist Asso- August 17th, after a long illness. He organs
Closed by singing America, and beneI know of."
fever. Mr. Penley worked for ciation. There was a fair attendance was born in Bethel March 10th, 1853. He than in any other remedy
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Sold under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff
his daughters in Lewiston and Andover E. L. Tebbets A Co. last winter and both in the morning and afternoon. All bad made his home in Albany for about & Co.'s
drug store. 50c.
made many friends while here.
bas returned home.
partook of a picnic dinner in the grove ten years, and was liked and respected
Obituary.
and a general social time was enjoyed. by all who knew him. He leaves a wife
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hoyt bave gone tc
A genuine barbecue is planned at Ells·
North Paris.
Several clergymen of prominence were and adopted daughter, four brothers and worth when Obadlah Gardner, tbe DemOn August 12th occurred the death ol the Weirs. Their son carried them t<
The local ohoir furnished many other relative·, to monrn the loss ocratic candidate for governor, speaks
Mrs. Jane Bobbins of West Paris is present.
Karle Α., youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. Berlin.
mnsio. The next meeting of the asso- of a beloved relative. The remains were there.
W. L. Hsrlow of Buckfleld, at the age
visiting ber sister, Mrs. Β. K. Dow.
North Waterford.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hollis and family ciation will be held at West Paris in taken to Hyde Park, Mass., for burial.
of 21 years, 4 months and β days.
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Maine. It is the proper thing too for
East Waterford, Lulu G. Mclntlre.
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The eleven-year-old son of Albert Mat- bitten on the head quite badly so the] Mrs. Β. K. Dow, a few days recently,
Blackguard, Jessie Day.
Harold Briggs of Sonth Paris spent
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Bubier and Mr.
Mutiny, Ida Hilton of Brtdgton.
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chest The boy lived only a few min- animals with the intention of following Grove,
certain regulator. Cores female weaknesses and
Stoneham were in town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale and William Emery.
and Urinary trouBladder
utas. The boy la hia play ran in front the fairs where he will exhibit them.
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Backache:
Kidney,
at Sumner
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Pride of Norway
Gladys Grover is
8amMr. and Mrs. America Andrews and
bles. At all Druggists or by mall ISO cts.
of the team, and waa not noticed by the He has a wild eat, prairie wolf, bear,
I rail.
Beatrloe Andrews, are Lake spent Sunday with Mrs. Martha Grovsr'a while her mother la away,
Address, The Mother Gray Co., Le
driver, who was urging hia horses np the opossum, badger, prairie dog and porcu granddaughter,
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ι Pride.
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t Dr. Twaddle waa Id town last wMk.
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WAR DECLARED.

Hebron.

Dr. Crane came up from Squirrel
Island Friday to attend the fanerai of
WHO WILL ZNLI0T IN THI8 POPULAR
Mn. Andrew Smith.
MOVEMENT?
Mr. Lynch, a
student, conducted
aetrice· in the church Snnday.
War baa been declared by oar leading
Mr. and lira. McDonald of Topeka, druggist».
Kanaaa, who have been visiting their
They are going to figbt atomach troucousin·, the daughters of the late Z. L. ble· with Mi-o-na Tablet·. Tbey (eel ao
Packard, left here Tuesday for South sure of auooeaa that they guarantee to
Paris.
refund tbe price of any 60-oent box tbat
On Saturday there was a family picnic doee not give satisfaction and do all tbat
at Fred Cushman's.
is claimed for it.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bampus and two
Mi-o-na la an absolute atrengthener
children from New Rochelle, Ν. T., were and cure for tbe stomach and digestive
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Mr. Veren Bum pue.
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after eating, try Mi-o-na.
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STATE OF MAINE.

Oxford, es :
Supreme Judical Court, In VacaUon. I
August M, A. D. 1908. j
Upon tbe Fokegoi.no Libel, ORDERED,
to the said Emery
notice
Libelant
That the
give
King, Llltellee, to appear before the Justice
of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at
Pari·, within and for the County of Oxford,
on the second Tuesday of Oct., A. D. 1908, by
publishing an attested copy of said libel, snd
this order thereon, three weeks successively In
tbe Oxford Democrat, t newspaper printed In
Parts, In our County of Oxford, the last publlcation to be 30 days at least prior to said second
Tueaday of Oct., A. D. 1908, that he may there

Calf, $4.00 grade

:

6 pr. Ladies' Sorosis, Oxfords, Gun Metal, $4.00 grade for $3.00.
for $2.50.
4 pr. Ladies' Russia Calf, a eyelet ties, $3.00 grade
8 pr. Ladies' Brown Vici Oxfords, $2.50 grade for $2.00.
ο pr. Ladies' Brown Vici Oxfords, $3.00 grade for $3.50.
ο pr. Ladies' Russia Calf Oxfords, $2.50 grade for $2 .00.
ο pr. Ladies' Russia Calf, a eyelet ties, $2.50 grade for $2.00.

Justice of tbe Peace.

(SEAL)

Russia

Also small lots of $3.00 and

3Γ

EDW. R. PARENT,

County of

λ.

Mark Down Sale

him: That his residence Is unknown to your
Libellant and cannot be ascertained by reason
able diligence, which she has used.
Wherefore she prays that a divorce may be
decreed to ber and that she may resume ber
maiden name, Leua M. Steven·.
Dated this 11th day of May, 1908.
LENA M. KINO.

FERNALD,

Republican Heetings.

before all these

COUNTY or OXFORD, SS.
To the Honorable Justice of tbe Siuireme Judl
ctal Court, next to be held at Parla, within
and for said County of Oxford, on tbe
second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1906.
Respectfully represents, Lena M. King of
Rumford Falls, In said County of Oxford, wife
of Emery King, that her maiden name waa Lena
M. Steven·: That she was lawfully married to
the eald Emery King at Auburn, Maine, on
April 3,1904, by Rev. Fred M. Preble, s minister
of the Gospel, duly authorized to solemnize
marriages: That on eald third day of April,
1904, the said Emery King deserted your Libellant without cause and went to paris unknown
to her, since which time she bas never seen or
heard from blra or received any support from

SHERMAN,

BERT

long

symptoms bave disappeared and you are
strong and well.
F. A. Shurtleff à Co. sell Mt-o-na under an absolute guarantee to refund tbe
money unlesa it curea.

SPECIAL

^

and
all sold.

are

12,

Assortment is Broken.

ihe Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.,
Opera House Block, Norway, Maine,
Telephone

and then appear before our eald Court and an
to said libel.
HENRY C. PEABODY,
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of libel and order of court thereon.
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN,Clerk.

11B-B.

ewer

PROBATE

WE SELL THE

NOTICE».

persons Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the third
Tuesday of August. In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and eight. The following matter navlng been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby

To all

CELEBRATED

Obdkked:
That notice

thereof be given to all persons In
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
weeks successively In the Oxthree
published
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Parts, on tbe
third Tuesday of Sept., A. D. 1908, at 9 of tho
clock In the forenoon, and be beard thereon If
tbey see cause.
CYRUS W. Β ART LETT, late of Dlxflcld.de
ceased; will and i>etltlon for probate thereof
presented by Susan B. Bartlett, the executrix

"BASS"

SHOES

therelu named.

LEONID AS BUCK, late of Dlxflcld, de
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Sophia H. Buck, the executrix
therein named.

I

FOR

GEORGE W. 8HAW, late of Buckfleld, de
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Addle E. Shaw, the executrix

ΠΕΝ.

WORKING

therein named.

ADONIRAM J. FULLER, late of Dlxflcld.
deceased: will and petition for probate thereof
presented by S. R. Le land, the executor therein
named.

$2.50,
$3.00,
$3.50,
$4.50,
$6.00.

DOLLY Κ. BABB, late of Peru, deceased,
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by John 8. Harlow, the executor therein named

NANCY T. AMES, late of Greenwood, de
ceased; llnal account presented for sllowance
by Walter B. Hand, administrator of the estate
of Eben E. Rami, formerly executor of the laet
j will and testament of eald Nancy T. Ames.
EVERETT NEWMAN, late of Dlxfleld, de
ceased; flnal account presented for allowance;

!

also

petition for order

to distribute balance

! malnlng in his hands by John S. Harlow,

reex

*

ecutor.

I

IDA A. HANSON, of Andover, ward; third
Account presented fur allowance uy jonn r..

Akers, guardian.
SARAH A. SAMPSON, late of Hartford, ile.
ccased; final account presented for allowance
by W. H. Eastman, executor.
LYLA M. CALDWELL, late of Canton, «le
ceased; llmt account presented for allowance
by Edwin E. Caldwell, administrator.
EUGENE P. LOWELL, of Parti, wan); final
account presented for allowance by Lvdla E.
Packard, administratrix of tbe estate of Frank
Pickard, formerly guardian of said ward.
EVERETT NEWMAN, late of Dlxflelil. <le
ceased; petition for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax presented by John Θ. Harlow,

31 Market

WALTER A. SCRIBNER, late of Oxford,
deceasod; petition for license to sell and convey
estate presented by Horace Howard,

real

guardian.

ALBERT C. ANDREWS, late of Stow, de
ceased; first account presented for allowance
by Margaret E. Andrews, administratrix.

ADDISON E. HERRICK,
A true copy—attest :

Judge of said Court

ALRERT D. PARK, Register.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed admlnletrator of the
estate of
ELIZA FRANCIS, late of Peru,
In the County of Oxford, dcccaaed, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
a. e. Mcdonough.
Aug. îetb, i9oe.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that lie bas
been duly appointed executor of the last will
and testament of
NAOMI MORRILL, late of Peru,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All person* hiving
bonds as the law directs.
demands against tho estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
JOSEPH A. PUTNAM.
Aug. 18th, 190$.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has l>een duly appointed executrix of tbe
last will and testament of
DEBORAH EDWARDS, late of niram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All per
sons having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Aug. 18th, 1908. MARY B. WADSWORTII.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the Uut
will and testament of
WARREN SEVERY, late of Dlxfield,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of aald de
ceased are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
ALVAH A. WAITE.
Aug. 18th, 1908.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
of

ISABELLE M MILLETT,
late of Oxford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against tbe estate of aald drc-ased are
desired to present tbe same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to mike pay
ment immediately.
JOHN B. ROBINSON.
Aug. 18tb, 1908.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has doen duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
RUODA S. YATES, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands agulnst tbe estate of aald deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

"KÎÏÏmS?·

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHIN-

ERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

Pipe, Fitting»,
A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.
ol
All in running order and doing a good business in general repair!:^
and
work
machine
plumbing. Address,

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.
tiiimnnMmniÎ>nDi>Dnn»tmnnmiMP^w ;
CO.
F. A. HBCRTLDFI' A
F. ▲. BIICRTLEFF * CO.
j|

ft

I
j
S
I

CAMERAS AND
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES ;

11
:| 1

bot
early Fall months are among the
coma
to
aim
We
for
Picture
keep
the
of
seasons
taking.
year
and PAPERS
plete stock of CAMERAS, PLATES, FILMS

The late Summer and

φ
ft

I

fresh from the factory.
or
We also have everything necessary for developing the films
in
need
whatever
you
plates, and printing the pictures. In fact,

the line of

Photography you

are

pretty

sure

to find

j

11

j!

11
ι

j

AT THE PHARMACY OF

j

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

||

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
r.

A.

BHURTLEFF * CO.

F.

A.

SHURTLEFF A CO.

Shirt Waists
at

JAMBS 8. WRIGHT.

NOTICE OF FOBSCLOaVRE.
WHEREAS, Mary E. Farnura of the Planta
tatlon of Milton In the county of Oxford and
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated
Nov. 7th, 18B9, and recorded In the Oxford County Registry of Deeds, Rook 251, Page 9M, conveyed to me, tbe undersigned, a certain parcel
of real estate situated In said Plantation οι Milton In aforesaid oounty of Oxford, and bounded
as follows;—easterly by land of E. L.Tebbets;
northerly by land formerly of L. H. Roberts and
land of L. w. Farnum; westerly by the county
road leading from Sumner to Romford; southerly by land of Freeman Chase; excepting and reserving the Rand mill property, so called, being
the mill and about five acres of land. And
whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, by reason of ihe breach
of jhe condition thereof I claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated at Paris, Maine, Aug. 14th, 1908.
JKNNli M. ANDREWS.
-M
By Wright A Wheelar, her attorneys.

sale:.

for

NOTICE.

Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
GERTRUDE W. PRATT, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make pavment Immediately.
WILLIAM H. PRATT.
Aug. 18th, 1908.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

exccutor.

i

F. PLUMMER, »,

J.

Greatly Reduced Prices
for this week only.

Also

cheap.

a

nice line of MILLINERY which I

am

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

CASTORIA FarftfutsndCMMrm.

selling

Bears th·

|

ïhe «χίσνύ

JBnaotrst

7.

Walter Z. Brown of Ctrcigo ie
at Mr*. Alice P. Thayer's.

S0UTH_PARJ8.

l'T H PARIS POST OfTlCS.
A. M. to 7 30 F. M.
OiBce Hour·: 7:30
ύΒΛΝΟ

While Two

Mrs.

P. E. Keniston is at

Bay

Burned,

with

ENOUGH, WITH THE HELP
OF A BUCKET BRIGADE, TO

FINALLY GOT

Prank Haskell of Auburn has visited
his aunt, Mrs. L. A. Rounds, a few days,

«_Ui-.ii..

houses

No Water.

SAVE THE THIBD.

Point

with Mr. aud Mrs. S. E. Tucker fur

a

Two houses on Pleasant Street, South
Paris, opposite Norway Pine Grove
,,^'v
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Morton lefl Cemetery, burned early Saturday mornSTATED HKKT1M08.
Saturday fur a week's tenting at Shagg ing, and a third was saved by the hardest kind of work, while for an hour
Regular Pond.
M .-Part» Lodge. No. H4.
r * A
empty line« of hose waited for the water
Tuesdav «venin» on or before full moon.
Rev. and Mrs. T. N. Kewley ar« which would have had the fire under con'»",·) (r -Mount Ml ·» I.cxlge. regular meet
week—Aurora
their
Pal
mouth
vacation at
spending
trol in & few minutes, and a crowd of
rniirtday evenlnc of each
V?: wment, W and third Monday evening» Foreside.
spectators stood and watched, with no
Kebekah Lodge, No.
Practice for the Pacific Engine Co. means of extinguishing the blaze except
"V, K-Mount Pleaaaa
from near-by wells.
tti «êcond ».nd fourth Friday· of each will be Thursday
next instead ol pails of water carried
Sunday only.
ι' '.1-1* lip west)-à:50 a.m.. dally; SS5F.M..
; 10:13 r. J»., daily ; 10 Ά A.
Sun-lay
except
Sunday only.
» vi
„
,,,

M

week.

«

V
\v:

a

1'.
r,

G.

<\

ο,ι.ί Fellows' HalL
κ -w. K. Kimball Poet. No. 148.
of
; thirl Saturday evening··

χ

\

bal"

night
Tuesday as arranged.
Donald H. Bean and family

meets

each

Circle. Ladle· of the G A.
of
.,n first -nd third Saturday evening»
nth. in Grand Armi Hall.
meets
V -loshua L. Chaui>»erlAln Camp
;
Uy evenings of each month.
I to Oct. 1.
H -Parte Grange, fro» May
·* r-t and third
Saturday ; during the
1· 1er of the year, meet· every S-tturUy, In

There will be services at the M. E.
church next Sunday. Kev. Mr. Morgan
of Boston is expected to occupy the

pulpit.

i'ii'c -Second and fourth Monday· of
Brook Lodge. No. 181,
of 'p.—Slony
and fourth Wednesday evenings

The Ladies' Aid of the Baptist church
will have a social at their vestry Tuesday evening. Ice cream will be served.
Admission 5 cents.

-e.»nd

p—HaimB*

\

kT

venlng

at

Lodge. No. SI. meet· every
Pythian Hall.

Mr. and Mrs. Percy U. Rankin, Miss
Alice Rankin and Miss Martha LittleHeld, of Wells Beach, are at A. W.
Walker's for a few days.

are
Mr and Mrs. Charles G. Andrews
tiMwOg in Lovell.

intj fair in three weeks.
a the same week.

e

Bg sj

r»

Also state

Remember it is each man's duty to
see that his name is on the voting list.
The selectmen are n<»t all to blatne if
you can't vote Sept 14th next.

Κ izabeth Edgerley has been visitΕ. P. Tarliu in Wilton.

Hattie Emery of Owl's Head is
,est of Misa Katherine Morton.

t

H. G. Fletcher and Dr. D. M. Stewart
B>ston Wednesday by automobile with Mr. Jacobs, who had been at
Mr. Uowland's. They returned Priday
went to

Hattie A. Hooper has gone to
el Island again for a few weeks.

»,

...

night.
Roy

Ε Ε. Koss and two children of
md are visiting at J. J. Murphy's.

V
ν

τ Ut-

spend-

ing their vacation with Mrs. Bean's
uncle, James Millett, at Buckfield.

w

·.,

..

are

And if the blaze had started among the
high buildings in the thickly built part
of the town, we should have watched it
burn for many more hours.
The house in which the fire started
was owned by W. V. Redding of Sumner,
and was occupied by Fred W. Lee, and
the other was owned by Mrs. W. V.
[tedding, and was occupied by Mrs. Kate
Howard. There was 1600 insurance on
each house, which is less than two-thirds
the loss.
It was 2:35 o'clock in the morning
when the fire alarm of five blasts was
sounded by the whistle of the Mason
Manufacturing Co., and the firemen and
many other citizens quickly turned out
and were on the scene. The fire started
in the rear of the house, probably in the
vicinity of the kitchen stove, and if water
had be<*n available, even at low pressure,
when the firemen were ready for it with
their hose, ten or fifteen minutes would
have got the tire fully under control, and
the total damage would not probably
have exceeded three hundred dollars.
As everybody knows, the villages of
Norway and South Paris have been without water most of the time for more
than two weeks. A break in the intake
pipe of the Norway Water Co. drew
sand into the pumps and damaged them.
and
set
New valves were procured
Thursday, and the pumps were started.
The pipes were flushed to clear them of
the shoe factory brook water pumped
into them at the Norway fire the preceding Saturday, and the water was on
for an hour or more Friday evening, then
it was shut off again entirely.
Chief Engineer Bowker procured a
team as soon as possible after the alarm,
thinking he might have need of it,
and drove to the fire. Finding that there
was no water on, he drove on to Norway
to see Mr. Andrews, the president and
Miperintendent of the Norway Water Co.
In response to a request by Mr.
Bowker to turn on the water from the
reservoir at Norway, Mr. Andrews declined, saying that they had no water to
amount to anything, and he should not
There was some talk about
turn it on.
turning on the water from the new reservoir in Paris, and Mr. Andrews would
give no orders to have that done, leaving
it to Mr. Bowker to act his pleasure.
Mr. Bowker immediately drove back
to South Paris.
Mr.'Bell, foreman of
construction on the Norway Water Co.'s
new work, boards at Walter H. Swett's
uear the new reservoir, and an attempt
was made to reach him by telephone to
get him to turn on the water, but did
not succeed, and Mr. Bowker drove on
toward the reservoir, which is a mile
from the village up hill. On the road
he met William J. Wheeler and Stanley
Wheeler, coming from the Johnson farm
with their automobile, and they turned
around and carried the message to Mr.
Bell.
Mr. Bell turned the water on, but said
that it would be half an hour before the
pipes would fill and the water reach the
fire. Ilis estimate was pretty accurate,
and it was almost exactly an hour after
the alarm was sounded that the water
began to dribble through the nozzles.
Meanwhile a good job of fighting was

H. Porter, who has spent the
summer vacation at his home here, left
Thursday night on his return to his
work as instructor at the luwa State
College at Ames, Iowa.

A. Bessey of Stoneham, Mass.,
guest of her sister, Mr··. L. C.

M»rtiu.

Eva Farrar of Auburn has been
At the drawing of jurors for the
-· lier cousin,
Miss Geneva \ oung, October term of court Saturday. William
O. Frothingham was drawn grand juror,
Λ few days.
and Adelbert D. Littlehale and Charles
V:, \lbert D. Park has been visiting
H. Bate» traverse jurors.
s>ter, Mrs. S. C. Ileald, in East
ï
We came dangerously near a frost
ner, for a few days.
Friday morning, but so far as heard
Saturday tires in the two towns. from
escaped. C. R. Penley, whose
will next Saturday's break out,
\\
farm is one of the frostiest places in the
: what shall we have to tight it with?
Λ
vicinity, says his thermometer on the
S. E. Tucker has been at home pia//.a came within two degrees of the
Mrs
:ew days from their cottage at Bay
f,
point which means frost on the mead,· where the Tuckers are spending ows.
the summer.
S. M. King, accompauied by Herbert
F ed C. Briggs, who has for some time M. Tucker, started Saturday morning
to
for the Eastern Maine State Fair at BanBrockton, Maine, returned
b
u in
·.
-h l'arie last week to spend two or gor, with a part of his famous KiogleHe will make
side Farm Jersey herd.
three weeks.
the circuit of the state fairs, but it is
who
A.
Hilton,
Herbert
Mrs.
and
Mr
of Maine
most of doubtful if he goes outside
: ne been camping at Bingham
this year.
t:
simmer, returned to their home
The Democrat was recently guilty of
here last Friday.
stating that this year's potato crop in
Mrs. Bert Chandler of Medford, Mass
at
Aroostook County was estimated
is
vt
visiting at C. M. Thomas in
12,· >00,000 bushels. That was cm the aunner, called on relatives and friends
thority of other state papers, but was
>:·
one day last week.
wrong, as we are informed by an Aroosestimate is really
man.
The
The programme of the Seneca Club took
f
the coming year has been printed. 2.1,000,000 bushels.
subject for sudy is "Our Country."
Henry K. Howe, who has been at
Κ >rfnightly meetings begin Oct. oth.
school at Mount Hermon, Mass., joined
Roy E. Strickland of Schenectady, Mr. and Mrs. Heidner here Saturday.
Ν V.. is spending his two weeks' vaca- And if evL*r anybody got a reception to
Mrs. Strickland be proud of, it was Henry. He had been
■n with relatives here.
hits been here for two or three weeks.
expected a day or two earlier, and the
boys who had been his mates here hat!
Miss Emma Jones and Miss Marion
watched the trains, and when he did
Tarbox of Ilopedale. Mass., and Mr. come
they swarmed down on him and
have
Maine,
Elmer Jones of Litchbold,
almost swept him off his feet.
a
s
for
Morton
K.
been guests at George
Frank Moore of Norway is the male
few days.
Monvocalist at the Β jou this week.
Mrs. William Hayes of Auburn was d.tv and
Tuesday eveuinsjs he will sing
the guest of her daughter. Mrs. Alton C. "When the Moon
Plays Peek-a-b>>o,"
WKuuior
f<.r λ few davs last week.
and Miss Clark will sing "That's What
Mrs. William Β. Hayes of Providence, the
Pictures for the two
Daisy Said."
Κ. I., is visiting thert now.
ne
evenings are, "me υια Acior,··
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Holmes returned Freebooter»,'" "A Comedy of Errors,"
Monday of last week from a two weeks' and "Galvanic Fluid,' with "The Squaw
vacation spent at their camp at Shanir Man's Daughter" xs an extra.
Pond, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. W.
Advertised letters iu South Paris poet
K. Holmes, who have been at the camp
office Au·: -4. 1W8:
for about a month.
M

»

lOltlg

The Norway Water Co., having finished the laying of new mains in the vil·
ii.'e, are now lowering some of their
mams which were ton near the surface
and liable to freeze. The pipe on Gothic
N'reet ha-< been lowered, and they are
w

working

on

High

Street.

A piazza is being built on the front
:»nd one side of Mrs. Angie W. Bolster's
Pleasuut Street, the second
ise on
r of which is occupied by Charles R.
1 iuham,
and other repairs are being
made on tho house. Mrs. Bolster extt to move into the lower story of
t!.t· house in a few weeks.
Hie electric light and trolley poles,
h were painted a short time since,
While
art· ni w receiving a second coat.
t.'ie shade of yellow used can not be con·».dered in a high degree esthetic, it is a
: M.lerable improvement on the weathtreatment
wood.
Similar
er1 t>.»fen
» Mild benefit the
telephone poles.
w

'lis is not the only section of Maine
w iere there
has been a lot of hot
weather this year. Here is the Belfast
urnal womiering if the Gulf Stream
ha· been deflected into the Bay of
!" :ndy, to make humanity perspire and
swelter on the shores of Penobscot Bay,
w
ere cool sea breezes should blow and
'<.mkets be necessary for comfort at
;

"ight.

Work is in progress on the county
shed, on the lot purchased by the
inty in the Blake pasture back of the
irt house.
High posts for the walls
being
art· >M.iug «et, and the ground is

st..ue

leveled and a bank wall built at the
The prisoners in
*er end of the lot.
nl are doing the work, under the
The walls
<1 rection of Jailer Farrar.
will be covered with plank, and the shed
w! en complete
will be used for the
breaking of stone by the prisoners. On
the lot and just below the surface of it
ar·· rooks enough to keep the jail population at work for quite a number of

iiiv

uivuibu

„.,M

J

years.

the complaint of a citizen, a young
v">y of the village appeared in the Norway Municipal Court last Tuesday, on
the charge of riding his bicycle on the
sidewalk on Church Street. He pleaded
sot guilty on the strength of the allegation that there is no distinct sidewalk on
• burch Street, which is narrow, but
after hearing tht case. Judge Jones imposed a fine of one dollar and costs,
amounting in all to something over
eleven dollars, which was paid. The
result might perhaps have been different
if previous complaint had not been
·'■·' t ie, and the respondent in this case as
well as other boys, warned not to ride
•

UJ

The house
to work with.
where the fire started burned very slowwas
no wind.
ly, aud fortunately there
The hand tub would have done no good,
no reservoir to pump from
as there is
in that part of the village. There was a
well and pump in the yard of the Howard house, and other wells at houses in
M Un Mûr y Kose.
the vicinity. Water brought from these
>11-' Marjorle Barker.
Miss Frances Elltnirwoo·!.
in pails was used to keep the Howard
Μι>. Neïlir Alibott.
house wet down, but it was so near the 1
Mrs. Paul .tones.
other that all the work that could be:
Dr. C. L. Homer.
l>r. C. <>»£οο<1.
done could not provent the house from
Mr C. K. Dorr.
catching fire, and after a while it had to
Γ Κ Willis.
be abandoned, and after the house got
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
started, it burned rapidly.
Effort was then directed to wetting
During the past week a massive monument h ax been set on the Samuel Rich- down the buildings of Charloe P. WilThe son, which stood next tho Howard
ards lot in Riverside Cemetery.
general design is that of a cross in dress- house, the stable being quite near.
ed grani e. about nine feet high, standing This stable was smoking for some time,
on a large base and tl inked by suitably but was kept pretty wet. and before the
eugraved stones at the foot. In front of danger was over the water began comthe cross stands the ligure of an angel ing through the hose.
At first it ran just enough to fill a
witt upraised band, about six feet in
height, in marble. The monument is pail, and pails of water filled by this
up against the
one of the most elaborate and striking in means were throwu
the cemetery. The marble figure came building by the firemen, who had to
from Italy, the granite work was done in work behind a screen made of parts of
the other buildings which had been torn
Lewiston.
away. Then after a while the streams
Mrs. Sarah T., widow of Capt. Guswere powerful enough to reach the
favus C. I'ratt, died very suddenly Sunleaves, and one of them was carried up
day morning at the home of her eon, to the ridgepole and the water was allowDramel G. Pratt, on the old homestead ed
to run down over the roof. The fire
iu the south part of the town. She had I was then under control. The two houses
been in feeble health for some years, and were burned
up very clean, no water befor two or three days had not been quite
ing put on them until the danger at the
as
well as usual, but was about the Wilson house was
past.
house, and was ju«t returning from the
A large part of Mr. Lee's goods were
dining room where the family were eat- saved from the house where the fire
ing breakfast to her own room when she started, and practically everything from
fell dead. Mrs. Pratt was the daughter
the other house. The Wilson house
of Joseph Penley, and was born Oct. 14,
I was also cleared.
Gus1S3I. She married in 1SÔ2, Capt.
I Mr. Redding, the owner of the burned
tavus C. Pratt, a well known citizeu and
houses, had come from his home in
soldier of the civil war, who died some
Sumner Friday with a load of lumber,
are
children
of
their
Two
since.
years
I to make repairs on the bousos, and stayliving, Or.iuiel G. Pratt and Mrs. William ed that night at Mrs. Howard's. He
A. Porter, both of South Paris. Two
thought he got rather a warm reception.
brothers of Mrs. Pratt also survive of
The house where the fire started was
the lar^e family of children of Joseph
destroyed by fire one winter
nearly
of
Peuley—Charles Freeland Penley
a few years ago, when owned
morning
Rev.
Francis
Grosvenor,
and
South Paris
and occupied by Hosea Bonney, aud on
Mrs.
a well known Methodist minister.
I that occasion the damage was much
Pratt was a member of the South Paris
larger than it otherwise would been, on
Methodist church, and the funeral will
I account of frozen hydrants.
be held at that church Tuesday afterChief Engineer Charles W. Bowker
noon at 2 o'clock.
and George II. Davie, chairman of the
village assessors, visited the Norway
UOL3TER DISTRICT.
reservoir between 7 and 8 o'clock SaturMiss Blanche Tripp went to Poland
day morning. Without having taken
and returned last Tuesday.
any measurements, they estimate that
Mrs. John Small is spending a few there was at least eight feet of water in
I the reservoir, which holds seventeen
days at Poland campmeeting.
I feet when full.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Brown are passing
The water was turned on to the mains
a few days with friends in Bethel and
while Mr. Bowker and Mr. Davis were
N'ewry.
at the reservoir, and we have had water,
Raymond Lapham of Med way, Mass.. I at low pressure, since that time.
The people of South Paris, who are
was selling stereoscopic views here lasl
badly dissatisfied with the service of the
Wednesday.
Norway company under the best of conMrs. J. S. Black and daughters,
I ditione, are in a state of miod bordering
Mrs.
of
are
Dorinda and Louise,
guests
on exasperation as the result of this fire.
F. R. Witham.

they had

·■

u

UUUÛ

>n

there.

Harvey Swett, who

WHAT MR. ANDREWS SAYS.

is working al
W. H. Swett's

of the

SWASEY

AND

JUDGE

PHILBBOOK

lican rule since the civil war. This dehe said, would .not have been
attained if there had not been a distinct
policy adopted that encouraged the
building of railroads and the establishment and unbuilding of all industrial
enterprises. This has been the policy
of the Republican party. Do you want
to keep the government in the hands of
the same party, or do you want to turn
it into other hands, with unknown con-

Thursday.

ner,

After

the

banquet

at

literary programme was given.
The attendance was unusually large.
A South Paris boy was fined by the
Municipal Court Tuesday, one dollar
for riding his bicycle on the sidewalk.
Although there is a Norway town law.
against such riding it is the usual thing
for all who wish to use the sidewalks

velopment,

a

noon

for such purposes.
A happy party consisting of the following, Dr. L. Hall Trufant, Mrs. L.
Hall Trufant, Dr. Gerald P. Clifford,
Mildred .1. Holmes, Genevieve Barker,
Katherine Stone, Hazel Foster, Ε. T.
Tliibodeau, Fred C. Davis, P. F. Stone
and Herbert Barker enjoyed a corn roast
near Dr. H. P. Jones' cottage on the
east shore of the lake Tuesday evening.
A. J. Stearns and M. L. Kimball with
Horace Cole represented Frank P. Bartlett Camp, Spanish War Veterans Association, Saturday at Portland.
Ik W. Gordon has leased the Fred
Stone studio building on Tannery Brook,
Main Street, and will open a reetaurant,
home bakery and confectionery store.
He will occupy the rent over the store.
Nettie Fuller at C. F. Ridlon's store
is oDjoying a two weeks' vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Bennett are stopping at Empire Grove for a few days at

sequences?

reference was made by Mr.
Phiibrook to the "rum question," but
he did not discuss it at length, saying
that he considered It settled that the
state did not want resubmission.
After the completion of Mr. Philbrook's speech, which was well received
but not lengthy, Mr. Swasey was introduced. He opened by a reference to the
"92" from Oxford County who gave him
unanimous support at the convention,
and expressed his gratitude and appreciation of the county's loyalty. Nevertheless, he said, there are some things
about being a candidate that are not altogether pleasant, and he referred to the
recent incident, in which he was charged by the Waterville Sentinel with saying that the laboring man is getting
more than he deserves.
"I never said it," said Mr. Swasey, Norwegian Camp.
"and the two men from whom the story
Mrs. C. F. Ridlon is stopping at the
is alleged to have come say I never said Ridlon cottage, Grand View.
the
it. So there are three of us against
Mrs. S. F. Stearns and Ethel RichardWaterville Sentinel."
son of Bethel are guests of Mrs. George
there
that
Further, Mr. Swasey said
P. Locke for two weeks.
was no reason why he should have any
Joe McPhee has leased the Bartlett
He
such
inclination to say any
thing.
store, corner Main and Bridge Streets,
knew what it was to labor. He had full and will open a lunch room and restausympathy with the laboring man. The rant.
Prof. V. M. Whitman, wife and son,
Republican party is the party, has always been the party of the laboring left Wednesday for St. Andrews, Ν. Β
The Democrats will tell you for a visit with Mrs. Whitman's parents,
man.
theirs is the party of the laboring Mr. and Mrs. John S. Maloney. Mr.
and Mrs. Whitman have been enjoying
pie. When did the Democratic party life at Sunset Camp for the past five
of
the
interest
in
the
law
a
ever pass
weeks.
Frank Cox and wife attended therelaboring man, though it has had opp >rits
from
IUOIUO nv^r
The
party
UI11UU υΐ IIIO 1 Ull tjr-ecuuuu
Republican
tunity?
coming into power in 1801 has maintain- ment at Lake Auburn Wednesday.
ed a protective tariff which is for the Several others, among whom were David
benefit of the laboring man, covering Flood and 0<car Needham, attended the
the difference in the cost of production reunion.
here and abroad, and maintaining a
Mrs. C. P. Barnes and children with
higher standard of living for the Ameri- Mrs. Π. L. Bartlett and children are at
can laborer.
camp at East Stoneham for a few days.
Prank T. True of Council Bluffs,
Turning aside to the state issue of resubmission, which the Democrats are Iowa, is with hie wife visiting his uncle,
agitating, Mr. Swaeey briefly disposed Frank A. Danforth, on Pleasant Street.
of it, saying that he believed the state
The Norway boys left Brunswick for
did not want resubmission. He said Fort Perry, Ohio, Wednesday, for the
that for three weeks he bad been travel- national shoot, viz.: Capt. John W.
ing in several counties, meeting the peo- Nash, 1st Lieut. Moses P. Stiles, 2d
ple and speaking to an audience nearly Lieut. L. II. Daughraty, Sergt. W. P.
every evening, and in that time he had Marston and Sergt. A. L. Wyman. They
seen only one man who showed the will return the last days of August.
effects of liquor. Such a showing in
The annual meeting of the stockholditself was a strong argument in favor of ers of the Norway and Paris Electric
Road at the office of Freeland Howo,
prohibition.
Returning to the subject of the tariff. Wednesday afternoon. The following
Mr. Swasey suggested that the changed officers were elected:
conditions had made a revision of the
President—Kreelanrt Howe.
tariff advisable, but tbat such a revision
Clerk—Percy V. Hill.
Ε. H. Morrill.
Treasurer—Mies
the
of
friends
should be made by the
protective policy, and not by those who Those present were Elizabeth B. Beal,
favor a "tariff for revenue only." The II. B. Young, Geo. E. Macoraber, Miss
question is of special importance to Ε. II. Morrill, Percy V. Hill, Guy P.
Maine, because thn laying of a revenue Gannett and Freeland Howe.
tariff will open all our long Canadian
Mr. and Mrs. Horace G. Oxnard are
border to the importation of low-priced entertaining their daughter, Mrs. Lena
of the
Certain
Canadian products.
Savage, and daughter, of West Medford,
figures used so freely by Mr. McGilli- Mass.
to
be
shown
cuddy in his speeches were
Charles Evirs has purchased the Stone
false and misleading.
place on Tucker Street and Arthur
Mr.
was
hour
an
About
occupied by
Taillon and family have moved into tho
Swasey, and he was listened to with Bartlett store tenement, corner of Main
close attention. At the close of tbo and Bridge Streets.
Uosea Abbott is improving his place
meeting many of the audience went forward to greet the speakers.
on
Whitman Street by eifrorging his
cellar.
Universalis! Grove Meeting.
Maine New* Motes.
for the
a tine
Brief

Wednesday

was

day

Universalist grove meeting at Bryant's
Pond. This meeting is held annually,
One of Maine's most distinguished citunder the auspices of the Oxford Uni- izens paseed in the sadden death of Hon.
versalist Association, in Dearborn Grove. Orville D. Baker of Augusta, former atHere near the shore of the lake there is torney general of Maine, at his summer
a natural amphitheater well adapted for home at Small Point on the 10th, at the
such meetings, which has been furnish- age of 00 years.
ed with stand and seats.
Besides the local attendants at the
meeting, there were people present in
some numbers from Bethel, West Paris,
Paris Hill, South Paris, Mechanic Palls,
Kumford and a number of other places,
so that the total attendance was something like 250.
Rev. D. A. Ball of Mechanic Falls
took general charge of the meetings, in
the absence of the president of the
association, J. Π. Barrows of Bethel,
who would have been on hand if be had
not been prevented from coming by ill-

Mone, alias George Mone,
for the September term of
court at the conclusion of the hearing at
Livermore Falls, charged with the murder of James Scott, whose body was
found at the farm of H. C. Whitteraore
Scott disappeared
in Livermore Falls.
last November.
Nicholas

was

held

Derward H. Beal, a merchant at East
Dover, committed suicide with a shot
gun Wednesday night. He was 34 yeare
of age and unmarried. He was subject
to epileptic fits, which had been growing worse of late, and it is supposed that

nose.

For the forenoon service the sermon
by Rev. T. E. Potterton, D. D., of
Brooklyn, Ν. Y., who gave an inspiring
talk from the text, "I am come that
they might have life, and that they
might bave it more abundantly."
In the afternoon the sermon was by
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker of Arlington,
Mass., who supplies at Paris Hill during
the summer, from the text, "For to me
to live is Christ, and to die is gain." It
was one of Mr. Knickerbocker's most

Poland Spring, was at
last Wednesday.

S.

D.

iably

after the game.
The feature play of the game was a
fine throw by Shaw in the fourth inning
which caught a man at the plate and
completed a fine double play.
The score:
NORWAY.

Ultb.p

Young, c.f

3 b
Lowrfl,
Price, rf

cause

Totals,

powerful efforts, and held the audience
strongly with its eloquence and inspira-

The time for filing nomination papers
for the September election expired Monday of last week. All the papers of the
regular partiee were filed, without any
being missed on account of forgetfulness
There is no Republican canor neglect.
didate for representative this year in the
Fort Kent and Van Buren class, and no
Democratic candidate in the Madawaska
class. Otherwise there is a full list.

■

•

Î

Β.Η. P.O.
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
M
0
8

R.
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

4

2

Α.

3
*
0
3
0
4
0
0
2

*.
0
«
0
0
0

0
0
1
t
3

14

27

SOUTH PARIS.
A.B. R. B.H. P.O. A. E.
10
3
10
4
0
10
3
17
0
0
110
4
0
2
0
1
0
4
0
0
0
1
4
4
1
0
114
4
0
0
1
0
0
3
0
0
ο
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
11
3

«haw, r.f
Thayer, c
Parlln, c.f.
Rich, ρ
Karnum, 2-b
Cole, β.·
Rowe, 3-b

Wheeler, l.f
Pike, l b

32

Totale
'No out» wh?n

winning
Score
1
0
0

Sorway
South Paris,

2

1

4

run was

scored.

by Innings.
3

4

5

1

13

*24

7 8 D-Total.

6

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0000100

As well

Born.
of Bw
B- w. Kolte.Y™.'
7. to the wife of Jo*ph «.

Married.
Wallle Μ » η to η and
Andover.

2—2
0—1

It is expected that Norway and South
Parie will play again Saturday, Sept. 5,
each team using the same men as in last
game.

The South Paris Grammar School nine
went to Mechanic Fa!is Wednesday
and defeated the Orammar School nine
there by a score of 12 to 3. A return
game here was expected Saturday, but
bhe Mechanic Falls nine did not come.
The following score of Wednesday's
çatne, while there are evidently several
in making it up, is the one
errors
furnished by the scorer:
PARIS GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
A.B. R. B.H. P.O. A. K.
0
1
0
1
0
5
9. "Davis, ss
110
5
10
niirelow. 3 b
0
0
1
0
4
7
BoMter, lb
0
0
0
1
0
5
Merrill r.f.
0
5
1
0
3
7
Penfold, ρ
0
0
0
2
1
5
Newton, c.f
10
2
5
12
L. Pavle, 2-b
1
2
2
3
10
5
lack"on, c
0
0
0
5
2
1
ilartlett, l.f
0
0
0
0
1
4
1-b
Butters,
Totals

3

11

27

FALLS GRAMMAR.

MC.

A.B.
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3

Howard, c
Holt, p., l.f
Gllman.l-b
Russell 2-b
Tripp, 3-b
Keene,

β

12

45

s.s

Splller, r.f

Morton, c.f
Hooper, l.f., ρ
Totals,

Paris Grammar, 0
McFalls G......3

13
0
110
1
1
13
0
0
1
0
4
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4

3

32
Score
1 2

B.H. P.O.

R.

by Innings.
3

4

5

6

7

23
8

2 0 3 3 1 1 0
0000000

A. E.
11
10
0
0
0
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
3

13

li-Total.
1—12
0-3

First base on balls, off Penfold 1; off Holt 4,
Hooper 3 Struck out, by Pen fol 110; by Holt 1,
UmHit by pitched ball, Howard.
Hooper 2
pire, Adams. Scorer, Easson.

SOE LIKES GOOD

driving

log very well In

general.

t

"Not more

that."

Trial

You

59 years.
In Kezar

You

Ang. 19, Irving Penley, aged

READ:

CATARRH, REASON A5D REFLECT.
"My wife and I will swear that Hyomei cured me of the worst case of catarrh that ever existed. I used to coagb
constantly at night, and had a dropping
in the throat, which kept me awake a
great deal. I raised thick phlegm, and
was in a horrible condition. However, I

entirely cured solely through the use
Hyomei."
Dr. Philip Z. Hart, Laconia, Ν. H.

am

of

Reader, this is one of the thousands
of testimonials praising the marvelous

If you are
curative power of Hyomei.
P. A. Shurta sufferer, why not try it?
leff & Co. guarantee it, and will refond
Hyomei
your money if it fails to cure.
is not a stomach nostrum; it is dry antiseptic and medicated air, and all you
have to do to cure any disease of the
it in
nose, throat or lungs, is to breathe
through the Hyomei inhaler. A Hyomei outfit, including a scientific inhaler,
only costs $1.00. Get one to-day. Subbotsequent treatment is only 50 cents a
tle. Get one now, P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
take all the risk. They guarantee it.

Eyes

People having

a

squint

Squint

twitching

positive

by
eyelids,

THINGS.

Mrs. Chas. E. Smith of West Franklin, Maine, says: "I like good things
and bave adopted Dr. King's New Life
Pills as our family laxative medicine,
are good and do their work
because
without making a fuss about it." These
painless purifiers sold at F. A. Sburtleff
& Co.'s drug store. 25c.

they

Defects
taxed by study.
if
may be remedied then that,
dismuch
left alone, may cause

ing

years.

RICHARDS,

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
6 Pleasant

St.. South Parli, Me.

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

In the matter or
HENRY J. REYNOLDS,

1

[in

Bankrupt.)

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
j. Reynolds, of Mexico, in the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that oa
the Ath day of June, last past, he was duty
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all bis pro]>ertv and rights of property,
and has fully compUect with all the requirement)·
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acte, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 19th day of A ug., A. ». 1908.

Henry

HENRY J. REYNOLDS, Bankrupt.

ORDER OF

check.

in the bank

change when paying

money orders

buy

to

pay bills

credit.

strengthens your

of

capital, Surplus and Undivided Prdfits
$92,000.00 guarantee your money against

over

loss.

«1ST HOIR IE.
This is the time

to

buy

a new

suit for the

rest of the sea-

The balance of

son or

next summer's wear.

weight

suits is marked down several dollars.

necessary to go into details about the
or

If they

the fabrics.

have been

were

not

all

styles,

our

tailoring

the

right, they

light

It's not

would not

sale here.

on

Men's

$18.00 Summer Suits

for

Men's

15.00 Summer Suits for
12.00 Summer Suits for

Men's

10.00

Men's

Summer Suits for

$14.00
12.00

10.00

7.50

H. B. FOSTER,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

and is

Children should have
their eyes examined before be-

S.

exact

nervous

proof of defective eyes.

tress in after

for the debt It pays.

Norway, Maine.

of

tendency

is caused

of the

always make the

and most

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

may be relieved of the
awkward, unbecoming habit
to

legal receipt

away from home.

Our

Squint.

That

a

never have to

Money

HERE'S THE PROOF

IF YOU ARE Λ SUFFERER FROM

can

by

Falls, Aug. 14, Delle, wife of John
Osgood.
In A lbany, Aug. 17, Carter A. Grover, aged M

NOTICE THEREON.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 22nd day of Aug., A. D. 1908, on reading the foregoing petlUon, It Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing tie bad
ui>on the same on the 11th day of Sept., A. D.
1908, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that noUce thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other peraons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not to granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence a*
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the 22nd day of Aug., ▲. D.
1908.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.

New Fall

A New Fruit Jar.
"THE ECONOMY JARS."
Wo
Sure Seal.
Wide Mouth.
rubber ring to fail and spoil the

fruit.

EASY TO SEAL.
EASY TO OPEN.
$1.00 per
$1.15 per
HALF GALLONS.$1.40 per
PINTS

QUARTS

For Sale

dozen.
dozen.
dozen.

toy

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,

8S MAH.K.SIT SQUARE,
MAINS.
PARIS.
SOUTH

BLUE

STORES.

Can You Use at

a

Cheap Price

Pair of Trousers,
Straw or Crash Hat?

Suit,

a

If you

can

for

a
a

it's money saved and well invested
one to visit our stores now.

Perhaps You Already Know We Are

SUITS
DRESS
SKIRTS
SUITS,
TROUSERS

Selling This Week

at a Reduction of

at

a

$1.00 to

Reduction of

.50

to

$5.00
1.00

Straw and Crash Hats at Cost.

SWEATER COATS.
Watch for

our

"ad" in

next week's issue.

JfreMÏmùy
Norway, Maine.

Fall

Styles of Derbies Just Received.

F. H. NOYES CO.
Norway

South Paris

THIS WEEK'S ATTRACTIONS
650 yds. Crepe Chiffon

at 10c.

546 yds. Parisienne Organdy at 8c.
Gray Rainproof Suitings, 25c. goods for 17c.
White Dress Skirts at Reduced Prices.

We are now holding a closing
NEED A RUBBER
sale of BLACK PETTICOATS.
BLANKET OR A CARRIAGE
skirts to
for the
clear

DO

YOU

BOOT THIS WET WEATHER?
I am selling a rubber camp blanket that measures 72 by 50
inches for $1.35. Carriage boots with patent attachment to
fasten on to any dasher $1.50. Horse covers, black oil duck
$2.00. Brown duck $3.25.

JAMES N. FAVOR, ESUFfllJrIucke'
OX Main flit.·

Norway. Maine.

■

contest for ladle·.

Your check is

else.

anywhere

simplest

bills by check is the
convenient method.

Paying your

Paris, Ang. 23, Mr·. 8arab T., widow of
Capt. Gnstavue C. Pratt, sged 77 years.
In Paris, Ang. 24, Mrs. Emellne H. Camming·,
aged 82 years.
In Bethel, Aug. 18, PblUp, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin w. Kimball, aged 4 years.
In Albany, Ang. 13, Lewis Η. Β urn ham, aged
In

by

Saturday's

BECAUSE:

Your money is safer in the bank than

BUT BESIDES CATARRH, HYOMEI CURES
QRIP, COUOHS AND COLDS, CROUP
AND ASTHMA.

bank

a

account.

Died.

years.
In West Paris,
■boat 21 yean.

every business

as

should have

man

"· «ο the wife of

ag·

In Andover. Aug. 12, Mr.
Mill Eva Andrews, both of

Farmer

Every

by wearing proper glasses.

Earned runs, 0. Three-ba»c-hlt, Hammond.
First base on balls, off Lelth 2; off Rich 3.
Lelth 9; by Rich β. Left on
Struck oat,
bases, South Pails β; Norway β. Double pl*y,
First base on errors, South
«haw to Thayer.
Paris 2; Norway 1. Hit by pitched ball, by Rich
I. Umpire, Nevers. Scorer, Thayer.

The

had lived the life of a hermit for some
time.

Β.
4
3
3
2
4
3
3
3
3

SO

on that account was the
of the euicide.

body of Arthur Long of Lowell
was found in his own house Tuesday, the
top of his head being blown off by the
discharge of a shotgun, which was found
grasped in his hand. The officials after
investigation deemed an inquest unnecessary. Long was fifty years old and

—

Chapman, lb
Perkins,

despondency

was

Λ

Harrison, β.β
llearce, 2-b
Hammond, l.f

feet

powder for swollen, ttrrd, bot, imartlng
of tin
Simple sent FBEE. Also Free Sample
Foot-Ease Θανγγλβτ Cor*.Pad. » new Invrn
Ν. T,
Le
Boy,
Olmsted,
S.
Allen
don. Address,

A

water
water
Water

Andrews, the ^resident and tion.
Other ministers who took part in the
superintendent of the Norway Water
seeu by the Democrat a few services were Rev. Frank Mansfield of
was
Co.,
Miss Eunice Fobes is staying at the hours after the fire. Asked regarding Bethel, Rev. E. W. Webber of Rumford,
Farm at Norway Lake, the guest of Mr the conversation with Mr. Bowker, he and Rev. F. E. Barton of Waterville, for
said.
a number of years pastor at Bethel, and
and Mrs. Ε. X. Swett. Mr. and Mrs. W
"Our talk was very short. I told Mr. later a resident there while acting as
II. Swett will join the party Saturday
Bowker that we couldn't do anything state superintendent of the cbnrcb.
for a few days.
from the Norway end of the system;
The singing was by the congregation,
Water
Corn
The
System that we didn't have anything there. led by the Bryant's Pond ohoir. One of
Factory
Farm Buildings and Stock Burned.
in
thei
little
water
the
There was a very
the pleasant features of the affair was
The Burnham Λ Morrill Co. have
The farm building* of Rodney House
was
a
but
not
to
amount
to
can
which
their
corn
at
the
noon
at
lunch
the
reservoir,
enough
hour,
water system for use
at East Rumford were burned early Satning factory well toward completion anything. It wouldn't have lasted over basket picnic eaten in the grove, coffee
with eleven
For the boilers water is taken from th > ten or fifteen minutes, and it would have being furniehed by the Bryant's Pond urday morning, together
horse·, thirteen cows, pigs and hens, and
river. A pumping station has been buil t been no use to put it on."
people.
most of the household goods of Mr.
"What wa» said about the new reseron the bank of the river just below th >
House and a tenant, Octave Levasseur.
railroad bridge. A pump driven by ! » voir in Paris?"
Seba Smith's Birthplace.
The fire broke out in the ell of the house
remember just what wai
gasoline engine takes the water from th
J*00'*
I see that Bryant's "A New Library ol Friday afternoon. It was supposed to
1
previously told him thai Poetry and Song"
river and pumps it through a two-inc ? ?*'d·
gives Tnrner as the have been
and Mr. Honse
pipe laid on the surface of the groun< ι he could have the water turned on frore birthplace of Seba Smith. That is an watched it extinguished,
until 11 o'clock. Soon after
there on his own responsibility. W«
Messrs. Robbi'is and Hodgkins had at 1 into a tank near the factory. This tank
is
He
is
it
not?
generally spoken midnight he was aroused by neighbors
don t know but the water in that is a! error,
which stands on a tower, is of hard pine
amateur*' night at the Bijou Wednesda;
of as having been born in Buckfield, but who had discovered the fire. The Iom
I right, but with the experience I havi I suppose
evening, in which there were five con and holds 4000 gallons.
that, strictly speaking, could is about |10,000» with 17,500 insurance.
b
were readings
testants.
There
For the other usee of the factory wate r had, I told him that I shouldn't order i
be called incorrect, as there was no town
'« chard Walker and Misa Coyle, a duet
is obtained from a well on the lot ο ( I turned on."
of that name at the time of his birth, he
1
"Were the pumps running?"
s.mg and dance, by Ralph Andrews an<
Percy M. Walker just below his hone •
WHY JAMES LEE GOT WELL.
been born on Sept. 14, 17Θ2, and
We find that thi ( having
A bountiful supply ο
Marie Newton, a monologue by Johi
"Very
slowly.
on Gary Street.
not having been incorporated
Buckfield
!
Everybody in Zaneaville, O., knows
urrier, and a song by L>r. E. C. Walkei excellent water Hows into the bottom c r pump cylinders are badly cut, and leal ) till March 16, 1793.
Was any part ol Mrs.
" '· possible to pump onl·
Mary Lee, of rural route 8. She
80
The boute was literally packed twic ® this well, which is less than ten feet dee|
ii
a
of
Buckfield once part
ii I
Turner, and,
writes: "My husband, JameeLee, firmly
It is high enough so that ti e water wi II a little water. We had hoped to be abli (
during the evening. A committee ο
1
wai
where
Smith
Seba
ia
the
so,
spot
believes he owes his life to the use of
A pipe t 3 t0
•even judges decided the awards, whic 1 dow from it to tbe factory.
kee£re ful1 euPP,J· but find we cai t born in that part of Buckfield which wai Dr. King's New Discovery. His lungs
were not made until Thursday evening
carry this has been laid on the surfac » not. We hope to pump enough fo
wai 1
Turner
a part of Turner?
formerly
were ao severely affected that consumpi 'ιβ first prize of five dollars waa give a except where it crosses traveled ways, • domestic use."
a
of Oxford Conn tion seemed inevitable, when a friend
I
"What depth of water is there in th< , formerly, think, part
to Ralph Andrews and Marie Newtoi
the time was rather limited to lay a dee Ρ
INQUIBEB.
We
ty.
recommended New Discovery.
reservoir when It is full?"
and the second prize of two dollars an
pip·.
tried it, and its nse has restored him to
Honorabl
"Seventeen feet, and when full It hold
a half to Richard Walker.
As soon as the system is complete tk β
Citizens of Portland have petltione< I perfect health." Dr. King's New Dis·
half a million gallons, but the sides ar j
mention was made by the judges of Di '· work of canning oorn will begin, wbic
β· C. Walker, and the management gav e it is thought will be about Tuesda y a long slope, and it is very small at th 5 for an injunction to restrain the trustee » covery is the King of throat and lung
of the Portland Water District from pay remedies. For coughs and colds it hai
him a complimentary ticket good for • morning. This is considerably earlii ir bottom."
"And you think the supply in th t lag the bills of the attorneys and expert ι no equal. The first dose gives relief,
nsonth. Another amateure' night wi " than canning began last year, and rathe r
be given in about a month. Tbursda 7 earlier than the average, but the corn I - reservoir would have lasted perhap ι in the recent condemnation proceedings Try it! Sold under guarantee at F. A.
which are quite generally regarded a ι, Shurtleff A Co.'s store. 60c. and $1.00,
evening of thla week there will b« a na " coining along fast, and la said to be lool '"I fifteen minutée for'fire purposes?"
excessive.
bottle free.

A Shurtleff party of uine started Mon
•Jay morning on a drive to Magalloway,
There were in the party Mr. and Mrs. A.
E. Shurtleff, Mr. Shurtleff's sister, Miss
•Jennie Shurtleff of Portland, Miss Ida
M. Shurtleff, Mr. and Mrs. Frank A
Shurtleff and son Stanley, and Mr. an<:
Mrs. Arthur K. Shurtleff of West Paris
1 hey went with a team of four horse;
anil driver, and expected to stop Monda]
night at the Lakeside on Urabagog Lake
From that point they will go on to Ma
Ralloway, and will get back home thi ,
i:i»t of the week. Α. Ε Shurtleff ant I
a :
Miss Jennie Shurtleff were born
Magalloway. Their father, Simeoi ,
>hurtleff, built the first frame house ii
Magalloway, where is now the Browi ,
Farm, run as a hotel.

Aik for All··'· Foot-E«M.

Bam Ball.

NORWAY.

Campaign.

NORWAY 2; SOUTH ΡΑΒΙ β 1.
Thanks to the B. F. Spinney A Go.'·
Brook
the
and
Another
fine game of ball waa played
Tannery
system
ADDBES9 OOOD AUDIENCE.
forced through the Norway at the fair ground· Saturday and the
Company's mains aa well as the good crowd considering the weather,
The first Republican meeting of the excellent work done by the old hand were ao much interested in the game
campaign at South Paris wm held Mon- tubs of South Paris and Norway in the that they did not seem to mind the rain
day evening of last week in New Hall, Andrews fire. Every one is asking the that fell continually during the last part
when Hon. John P. Swasey and Hon. question relative to results without the of the contest. Regardless of the tryW. C. Phiibrook of WaterTille spoke to three. South Paris came in good time ing conditions under which the game
a good audience.
and received many compliments. Let was played, both teams put up a splendid
The Norway Band played a selection the "old hand tubs" be kindly looked article of ball, and were ao evenly matchin the square before the meeting, and after from now on and Tannery Brook ed that no one will be able to piok a
then went into the hall, where they water not be condemned for all pur- winner when they play again.
The Norway team used the same lineplayed during the intermissions of the poses.
bad
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian W. Hills return- up as they used against West Paris last
programme. Rather short notice
been given of the meeting, and the even- ed from Union last week. Mrs. Hills week, while South Paris waa strengthen·
ing was rainy following a rainy day, stil' haa for some time been with her sister, ed by Thayer of Auburn, a catcher, and
There were who was recently burned out. They Farnum and Rowe of the Weat Paria
a good number were out.
some women and children in the audi- returned by auto.
team, inflelders, all of whom played good
ence, but the larger part of those presEugene E. Andrews and family are in ball and added much atrength to the
underis
It
ent were voters.
team.
rooms over the poet office.
Alton C. Wheeler of the Republican stood that they will not rebuild their
Up to the last half of the ninth inand
be
it
would
briefly
as
Town Committee presided,
very ning the Paris team bad played a little
house this season
but fittingly introduced the speakers. late before they could move Into It for better ball of the two, and had scored
Mr. Phiibrook was the first speaker.
the winter. The stable will be rebuilt one run in the sixth inning on two errors
In opening Mr. Phiibrook said that at once.
by Perkins and Thayer's hit, and this
the arrangements for this meeting bad
Walter E. Gordon is bnllding an addi- was the only run maide by either team,
been made so late that he had had no tion of twelve feet to the south side of until Norway scored two in their last
time for preparation. He did not pro- his stable to be used for horse stalls.
turn at the bat and won the game. There
Edith M. Smith and Georgia A. Walk- was as little choioe in the work of the
pose to discuss local politics to any cona
as
that
believed
at
He
Goat
siderable extent.
er returned from their outing
two pitchers as there was in the play of
rulfl both parties nominated respectable Island the last of the week.
the two teams in other departments, and
he
should
and
store
their
the
for
offices,
Allard à Moulton opened
both have reason to be proud of their
gentlemen
about
but
vacation.
talk
about
most
candidates,
not
work. Much sympathy waa expressed
pleasant
Monday after a
fundamental principles. He
and
Foster
B.
certain
daughter for Rich because of bis weakening in the
Mrs. Η.
took up the preamble to the constitution Lanrestein were the guests of Emma J. last inning, but the wet ball, the fact
of the United States, and called atten- Smith at her lake cottage last week.
Norway bad up their beat batters, the
tion to the six several purposes stated in
Fred Stone has moved from hie Main poor work of Nevers at this point, and
that paragraph as reasons for the adop- Street studio and will continue his busi- Rich's great desire to win,' made him
tion of the constitution. This whole ness with tent accommodations.
over-anxious and he lost bip control and
Richard Dietrich with the Hayden with it the game.
preamble, an able writer on the constitution has said, might be summed up Pattern Company of Haverhill, Mass.,
While, of course, Paris would have
in the last clause, "to promote the has passed his vacation with bis people liked to have won the game, they feel
on Pike Hill.
that their team is the equal of Norway
general welfare."
Mr. Phiibrook considered briefly some
A number of the Norway village peo- and a game between the two on a pleasof the clauses of the preamble, but de- ple who formerly attended school at ant day would be very interesting. This
voted his principal attention to the in- Norway Lake School were with those game was cleanly played by both sides
clusive one relative to the general wel- who enjoyed the first annual reunion of but the work of Nevers left a bad taste
fare. He instanced the tremendous de the teachers and pupils of the Norway in the mouth of some of the fans here,
velopment of the country under Repub- Lake School Association at Frost Cor- who expressed themselves quite forcMR.

are

ΤΚΑΠίβ LIAT»: SOUTH F**tS
lovrn e**t)-4 vs a. M..dallv;S:30A.ii.,
dally, 7:» a.
Sunday;

:?«<«■ 1·<

guest

Hobart A. Kenney and Lewis A. Keet
in Boston for a few days.

«AILWAT.

OamnHDctet June 21,19HB,
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a

Opening

Had to Stand and Watch

Sapt

Mrs. Ellen Curtis is visiting her pod
Roy H. Curtis, at Readtield.

SO

TRUNK

All the schools to Paris will open

CASTORIA

: or Infants and Chadran.

III KM Y11 Han Ahm» tajlt

S/fâ-j JF*~*

This is

to make a

space
arrive next month.

new

REMEMBER this is the month of bargains and
Yours

come

often.

truly,

S. Β. &Z. S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

,

BOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

The Ρuzzler

Your Sick Child

cma't tell you what it has or how it feel·—it only shows it Is
sick and miserable. If it is restless snd peevish, doesn't sleep
well, has pains in the stomach and bowels or has an erratic

Cheese Substitute· lor Meat.
Cheeae is a greet muscle-producing
food, and when (or any reason It is ad-

No. 238.—Rebut.

the trouble undoubtedly is stomach or pin wom.
Gave the little one a few doses of that famous οία life saver

appetite

DR. TRUE'S EUXIR

iQAy&$P£f$tGy$)

YIAM.
If worms are present they will be expelled. If no worms exist
this wonderful medicine acts gently, yet positively, in toning
health.
up the whole system to rugged
IN USE M

Postlas», Mm.

No. 239.—Transposition.
Tom. Tom. the preacher's eon.
Tu ni» daddy oft will run.
"Aavo you any onb?" he crlea.
Expectation In his eyee.
When he two the welcome "Ye·,"
Say a. "I'll have my thhhh. I guess."
No. 240.—Charade.
My first is the abbreviation of Virginia. My second is a domeetlc animal.
My third Is the personal pronoun. My fourth is a preposition. The
whole is a time y«u children are look
Ing forward to with pleasure.

THISpublic
IS

Hay Crop

The

To get
Will be short at the best.
what there is you must have a good

get

OR A

the

:rom the estate of Herbert W. Hi lier and will continue the business
With an increased
ifter this date.
lumber of

helpers

we

shall strive to

public promptly

the

jerve

with

Clean, Fresh, Bakery Food.

a

And

DEERINQ
—

undersigned

PARIS BAKERY

Machine.
can

notice to the

the

that

purchased

:iave

Mowing
Remember you

give

to

:o

we

attention

special

shall pay

serving

No. 243.—The Grain Puzzle.

Fred V. anil Kale G. Abbott
Aug. ioth,

South Paris,

Hebron

Academy.

GIRLS.

and

BOYS

For

190S.

1908

1804

SOUTH PARIS.

Thorough preparation for college and
Courses for those
scientific schools.
Modern
who cannot attend college.
buildings, steam heat, electric light, telephone, Ac. Efficient corps of teacher·.
Physical instructor all the year. No better school anywhere for yonng men and
women to get training in mind and body.
Fall term begins Tuesday,

September

For

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY
is the choice of every girl who baa
The reason is simever tasted it.
ple: pare, high-grade materials.

| Principal

3138

A LOW PRICE
—

CHANDLER,

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

to close out odd

Also Window & Door Frames.

—

patterns ami clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Sheathing for Sale.

Comer Main and Danforth Sts.,

CHANDLER,

MAINF.

NORWAY,

Maine.

....

ON

up stock.

If la want of any klml of Finish for Inside 01
Outside work, tend In your orders. Pine Lum
bar aad Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

^juiTOII

HAIR

CltAPM· Autl braatifa· the tuix.
KrwiixtM s luiunuit growth.
Never rtila to Knton Orayl1
Hur to It· Youthful Color.
Cur«e nip tiiwM a h*ir ι*.:, η g.

CA*

£7fînlaJt

τ 11 κ

A*..

■ A · I !·▼
ïabji
».r

»·«&
»fu

ai

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

AS
GOOD

is a metropolitan newspaper for buey people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the moat important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may i>e kept in cloee touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

AS
A

DAILY

Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and addrens on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City, will

bring

und wheat In the days of yore.

244.—Hidden Proverb.
A well known proverb Is hidden in
the following seven sentences, each
sentence containing one word of the
proverb and the words appearing In
their rightful order:
Where there Is a will there Is a way.
There are always (teople to see your
faults, but few to see your virtues.
It Is an 111 wind that blows no good

any one.
You may hide your flre in a hollow
place, but the smoke will ascend skyward.
There is always darkness before the
dawn.
(The sixth word of the proverb Is the
to

the third.)
The flre of genius burns more brightly in youth.

Carpets

Wool

Builders' Finish !

ALMOST

A farmer who brought some grain to
the mill got Into a discussion regarding
the advances In prices, when the miller
exclaimed: "In old times a barrel of
wheat flour was $1 cheaper than now
and a barrel of rye 75 cents cheaper.
Wheat flour was then worth twice as
much as rye, while today eleven barrels
of wheat are worth tweuty of rye."
The puzzle Is to tell the prices of rye

same as

Opp. "Pirn Houee.

W.

Sargent,

W. E.

HEBRON, MAINE.

Ceatectioner. Norway. Mc.

Stunner,

1908.

15,

and further information

catalogue

address,

J*. H. Fletolier,

E.

siAall

bottle.

We solicit your trade.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

West

No. 242.—Five Syncopations.
1. Drop the middle letter from to
stir up and have a flower. 2. From a
butcher's Implement and have skillful.
3. From a raft and have level. 4 From
unsuitable and have a single thing, δ.

Day.

At All Hours of the

Machine at a moment's
notice at

Matched Pine

fled from the church.
3. Abelhud, son of Massa, was sentenced to death.
4. How the jam escaped being eaten
by Dot surprised the cook.

Quick Lunches

—

Walter A. Wood

E. W.

No. 241.—Hidden Rivera In the United
States.
1. Oh. I ought to practice, yet I dou't
reel like playing the piano.
2. The infidel, aware of his danger,

Prom essential and have a

you a free

Pianos

sample

^

copy.

Organs.
and

Large Stock of New Pianos

Organs.

I fly
As I

No. 245.—A Diamond.
about, but never play.

old I'm thrown away.
My eyes are scarcely ever blue.
In Scotland I um listened to.
I'm rough and ready, by the way.
High up a tree I like to play.
I'm in the middle of the sea.
And now what do you think of me?
Carnegie in me doth rejoice.
despise my very voice.
While sn·
am

Parallel·.
A game iu which one of the players
tells a story to Illustrate souie familiar
proverb, while the others guess what
It Is. The story coutiuues till the
proverb is guessed correctly, when the
successful guesser becomes story teller.
One way of playing Is to choose skies.
The sides stand In opi>osite lines, and
a story told by a player on one side
must be guessed by a player ou the
other side. At the end of some Used
time, generally about half au hour, the
Bide one of whose members is tel'i ζ "
Btory Is declared the winner.
A Curious Fact.

If 'twasn't for my grandpa's
He couldn't see a bit.
For it's the only place he has
On which his specs can alt.

Ararat. Java, Japan.
No. 234.—Acrostic: Initials, Washington; 1—C. Tacouia; 7—13, Spokane.
Cross words: 1. Wheeling. 2. Arequlpa.
3. Syracuse. 4. Hartford. 5. Illinois.
naan.

IS. Nebraska. 7. Gunnison. 8. Toulouse.
·. Oklahoma. 10. New Haven.
No. 235.—Alphabetical Subtraction:

Spark, Park, Ark. Spa.
No. 23G.—Word Square:
il a s τ

S Κ A

A
M

Τ A M Κ

No. 237.—Versified Enigma : Vacation

MEN PAST SIXTY IN DANGER.
More than half of mankind over sixty
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
years of age Buffer from kidney and bladSecond hand pianos from $125 to $175. der disorders, usually enlargement of
to buy for New Year's present.
glande. This Is both painful
Nice instruments.
pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and prostate
and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney Cure
Here is should be taken at the first sign of
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
danger, as it corrects irregularities and
a good trade in musical instruments.
has cured many old men of this disease.
Mo
Mr. Rodney Burnett, Rockport,
writes: "I suffered with enlarged prostate gland and kidney trouble for years
and after taking two bottles of Foley's
Kidney Cure I feel better than I have for
Malno, twenty years, although I am now 01
utn Parie,
years old." For sale by all druggists.

Square

T.

Billings

Keep

PLEASE

When in want of anything in

our

MIND !

in

line· give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

us

a

call.

Stoutnn—No; hardly

WE SELL

Hoom Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,
Wagon Paints,

Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Liquid

Linseed Oil,
Varnishes,

Terpentine,

Filler,

me.

Do

mad, but I guess

he was awfully disappointed.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Qlass, Putty, Nails,
Builders* Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Floor Paints,

Skinniman—Your dog bit

jou think he's mad?

All the good qualities of Ely's Cream
Balm solid, are found in Liquid Cream
Balm, which is intended for use in
wonderful
atomisers. That it is a
remedy for Nasal Catarrh is proved by
an ever-increasing mass of testimony. It
doss not dry out nor rasp the tender air

It allays 4he Inflammation
paaaagee.
Brushes. and
goes straight to the root of the
disease. Obstinate old cases have yielded in a few weeks. All druggists, 75c.,
KIND. Don't including spraying tube, or mailed by
Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New Yoik.

We have some new lines of paints which we believe to be most desirable.

Paroid

Roofing—The best of all
try imitations.

roofings.

THE TIME TESTED

"They
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
kheyf"
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in. We
sell wire

screen

cloth, spring hinges,

screen

door

catches,

Ac.

Whtlbamwt w* bave a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
barrel of "CoTelephones and Electrical Supplie·—We have just received'a and
telephones.
Inmbia Ignition Batteries" the beet for automobile·

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

are quite

ordinary people,

ly digestible.

HOMB-MADB

CHEESE.

Sweet skimmed milk is used. Take
that of two or three milking·, after re-

serving what you will need for table use.
Strain the milk into a large stone orock
and add coloring sufficient to give the

milk a ricb creamy color. Dissolve thoroughly the rennet tablets in cold water.
The directions on the package will tell
you how many to use to the gallon of
milk. Care should be taken to use just
the right quantity, as too much rennet
If only
will make a tough cheese.
enough to curdle the milk is used, the
cheese will be very tender and fine for
family use, but if bandied much will go
the
to pieces. For salable purposes
"happy medium" between tough and
tender is desirable.
Stir the milk thoroughly when the rennet is added, then set on the stove and
beat to about sixty-eight degrees, when
it will be a thick curd and in the centre
bubbles will rise and burst, showing the
whey perfeotly clear and of a greenish
hue. Now stir until the curd is thoroughly broken, and if the fire is low
leave the milk on the stove; the curd
will eettle to the bottom, and the whey
may then be poured off. Season well
with salt. Stir again, pour into a cheese
cloth bag and to shape the cheese set it
inside a hoop or round receptacle that
has no bottom. Place the whole on
something solid with a heavy weight on
top, and leave for twenty-four hours to
press. This is the whole process of
cheese making. It requires three or
four weeks to ripen before it is fit for
The rennet tablets and cheeseuse.
coloring can be procured at the drug-

process

strengthen

camels" and "monk of the forest"
The Germans like to make remarks
about thunder and. lightning when
tbey wish to be real naughty, the
Frenchmen take to little sayings about

need is to be delivered from the

number of "thunders," and Bailors are
credited with great oaths embodying
the "great horn spoon" or a willingness to "shiver my timbers," but probto
ably the American who wishes
swear without being profane finds as

saddedlng stage of living when

our

chief

narrow-

aren't

"Yes—keep their engagements, eat
plain food, pay their bills and all that
■ort of thing."
WARNING.
If you have kidney and bladder trouble
ind do not use Foley's Kidney Cure, you
«rill have only yourself to blame for reiulta, m it positively ourea all forms of
kidney and bladder diseases. For sale
by all druggists.

a

"thousand caunons"

or some

large

and emptiness of ourselves. Does
gossip and all idle interest in
idle gossip point to this? Our little
brains are so emptied of interest and occupation that we listen eagerly to the
small and petty squabbles of a hotel
many queer expressions as any one.—
owaer and its manager or to a detailed
Tribune.
account of a young woman's wardrobe. Chicago
Now thinking, and the reading or studying which prepares the mind for thinkGOLD AND SILVER.ing, do much toward delivering us from
with
us
It presents
sordid interests.
Th· Process of Assaying Both Metals
more data to deal with, and the more
Is Identical.
wider
the
work
to
have
we
material
on,
The process of assaying gold and Bliour outlook, the likelier we are to come
to a stage where our thinking shall be ver is identical. Tbe metal is first put
gist's.
productive.—Harper's Weekly.
through a highly hented furnace and
BABBIT.
A GOOD BECIPE FOB WELSH
melted, the sample for assay being
Lama?
a
be
To half a pound of soft American Who Would Want to
out while the metal is In a
dipped
cheese allow half a teaspoonful of WorThe lama pilgrims among the Tibetan
Next the sample Is
state.
liquid
of
cestershire sauce, six tablespoonfuls
Hindus, aa they pursue their mountain
a vessel of cold water,
into
thrown
the
half
the
off
of
salt,
cream, a saltspoonful
pilgrimages, literally measure
Taken from
quantity of red pepper, and half a tea- distance with their bodies. The dis- when granulation ensues.
In sulphuric
have
if
onion
of
you
juice; or,
spoonful
tinguished traveler, Sven Hedin, writing the cold bath. It Is boiled
it, rub the dish with a clove of garlic. of his discoveries in Tibet in Harper's acid, the silver dissolving, while the
Run the cheese through the meat chop- Magazine for September, describes them gold Is precipitated to the bottom,
a as
per and put it in the chafing dish or
lying down full length on the ground, where It Is caught In proper receptapan, add all the seasonings, and stir con- making a mark on the road, rising and cles.
and
stantly until the cheese is smooth
stepping forward to the mark, once more
Tbe acid Is now drawn off aud tbe
boiling hot. Toward the last beat rapid- to fall full length. One such walking metal
placed In another vessel laid
with
a
covered
ly. Have ready platter
journey as this, says Dr. Hedin, equals with sheet
lead, the bottom being
lamas
which
the
over
or
toast
hot
pour thirty ordioary onea. Among
wafers,
the cheese and send at once to the table. also are to be found those who imn^re plates of copper. Chemical action now
themselves in a dark cave for life, food sets in, tbe acid, copper and lead beCHEESE TOASTINE FOB LUNCHEON.
in through a passage or ing in a ferment.
While tbe gold is
This dish is a fine relish for a noonday being passed
hole underground. Should the dish be beii.g precipitated the silver, If there
luncheon or a supper dish. Toast four
one day untouched, those outside may be
any in the sample under test, is beslices of bread until dry and nicely
know that the sacrificial prisoner has
in thin metallic sheets on
browned. Place a slioe in the bottom of
must ing deposited
lamas
all
since
good
died—seated,
a baking-dish, cover with a thick layer of
the fermentation set in
wooden frame which what before
in
the
die
seated,
grated cheese, dust lightly with salt and was fashioned for him when be was en- were tbe copper plates, but which have
ness

not all idle

red pepper, cover with another slice of
tombed.
toast and proceed as with the first, addincr mnrA kIiphh nf bread and cheese to
When the Immigrant does Home.
fill the dish,
having the top of toast.
When the immigrante who have been
Pour over half a pint of milk and bake in
in the United State· go home, m they
a quick oven for twenty minutes.

clings

οι<Γ Fashioned Things.

In hot fat.

An old physician was noted for his
MACAIIOXI WITH CUEESE.
fashioned
old
manner and
brusque
macaroni
Italian
of
Break half a pound
methods. A woman called him in to
fast
into
it
and
into small pieces
drop
treat her baby, who was slightly ailing.
boiling water. Let it cook briskly for The doctor prescribed castor oil.
Drain
tender.
until
or
minutes,
twenty
"But doctor," protested the young
in a colander. Butter a baking-dish and
"castor oil is such an old-fashin it a layer of macaroni, then a mother,

place
layer

remedy."
of grated cheese, seasoning, aud
"Madam," replied the doctor, "babies
little flecks of butter. Fill the dish with
are old-fashioned things."
these layers, covering the top with the

cheese and bits of butter.
Another variety of macaroni is to pre-

ioned

Excelsior.

saints or sinners. Do what he would
he could not mitigate the acrid smile
of acid Incredulity of that glorified
potman! In the midst of one of his
most difficult feats the whistle sounded of the "only train to London tonight!" and he rushed off to catch It.
lie caught It at the statlou. and his
reputation caught It In the Inn parlor,
for the waiter—coming In with some
ordered refreshments and finding him
gone—pointed to the corner where he
had been sitting and exclaimed, "Sil-

Uncle—"And what will you do when
of it in
pare it as above and place a layer
are a man, Tommy?"
ly 'umbug, he's forgot his umbrella!"
a shell of Edam cheose, covering it with you
going to grow a
Tommy—"I'm
a
added
has
been
which
to
cream eauce,
beard."
little onion juice. Fill the sholl with
Origin of Pommes Soufflee.
Uncle—"Why?"
these layers and sprinkle the top with
of the first railway lu
Speaking
then I won't have
Tommy—"Because
fine bread crumbs and flecks of butter,
Frauce, a French Journal points out
so much face to wash."
nearly
Serve on a platter garnished with parsley.
that it was in connection with this
CUEE9E WALNUTS.
Null—Did yon tell her I couldn't come? event thut the virtues of pommes soul
she
seemed
and
surprised.
Belle—Yes,
Boil together half a pint of milk, three
flees were discovered A French chef
Nell—But didn't you explain to her
tablespoons of butter, and seasoning of
was traveling on the new line from
the
I've
that
Let
it
got
chickenpox?
salt, black and cayenue pepper.
Furls to St. Germain and was preparher.
what
that's
level
in
flve
surprised
Belle—Yes;
come just to a boil and stir
were no chicken.
ing lu the train the banquet which
tablespoons of flour. Remove at once She said you
was to celebrate the opening. Just bethree
add
from the fire, and
eggs—not
fore arriving ut St. Germain he threw
beaten—and half a pound of finely grated
Orino Laxative Frnit Syrup is sold
cheese. Sprinkle a little flour on the under a positive guarantee to cure çon- some potatoes in the boiling butter.
sick
pastry board, and roll the paste into ■tipation,
headaohe, stomach The truln. however, was delayed, and
pieces the size of a walnut. Dip them trouble, or any form of indigestion. If the potatoes bad to be taken out again.
in beaten egg and fine cracker orumbs, it fails, the manufacturers refund your When the train restarted the potatoes
and fry to a golden brown iu boiling fat. money. What more can any one do. For were once
again put in the boiling but
Jnst before eerving All with the follow- sale by all druggists.
ter anJ to every one's delight were
:
custard
ing
found, on being taken out, to be deCook together half a pint of milk, four
NEW JERSEY EDITOR llciously light und infiutcd. The beaubeaten eggs, one teaspoonful of flour WHAT A
SAYS.
ties of the pomme soufilee had been
and a pinch of salt. When the custard
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Phillips- revealed.
begins to boil stir in a tablespoonful of
fine cracker crumbs and three table- burg, N. J., Daily Post, writes: "I have
spoonfuls of grated cheose. Mix well used many kinds of medicines for coughs
The Swi»» Referendum.
walnuts
till the
and
by splitting and colds in my family but never anyIn some of the cantons of Switzerthem open on one side, as you would thing so good as Foley's Honey and Tar.
land a method resembling tin referen"cream cakes." Serve on a napkin.
I cannot say too much in praise of it."
dum has been in practice since the sixBISCUIT.
CHEESE
sale
all
For
MABYLAND
by
druggists.
teenth century. The present form was
Spread a layer of puff paste with some
in the canton of St Gallen in
adopted
Tees—Yes, she said her husband mar- 1830. In
grated cheese, a pinch of cayenne and a
1848, in spite of conservative
few grains of salt. Double up the paste, ried her for her beauty. What do you
opposition, the referendum was incorroll it out thin and cut it in rounds with think of that?
Glazo with the white
a biscuit cutter.
Jess—Well, I think her husband must porated In the Swiss federal constitution. and lu 1874 its application was
of an egg, lay on a floured tin, and bake feel like a widower now.
In all the cautons, except
in a quick oven to a pale brown.
extended.
TEN YEARS JN BED.
Frleburg. the referendum Is now esKSCALLOPED CHEESE.
"For ten years I was confined to my tablished.
Fill a baking dish with alternate layers
disease of my kidneys," writes
of stewed celery, grated cheese, and bed with
Ind. "It
The Allowance.
boiled button onions. Season with ealt R. A. Gray, J. P., of Oakville,
that I could not move part
so
severe
was
"Rut." protested the wayward son,
and pepper, and- pour over all a cup of
best
I
consulted
the
time.
the
of
very
rich cream. Cook thirty minutes, and
"you Rbould make allowance for the
but could get no
then cover with a meringue made from medical skill available,
follies of youth."
Cure
was
until
relief
Kidney
Foley's
the whites of two eggs and a saltspoon"Huh!" growled the old man. "If it
a
has
been
It
to
me.
recommended
and
the
oven
ful of salt. Return to
r.asn't for the allowance you get there
me."
to
Godsend
brown
with
Serve
brown slightly.
would be less folly."—Chicago News.
bread and butter sandwiches.
"Paw, have you ever been east?
SAUCE.
CHEESE BALLS WITÉ TOMATO
Your Mother?
"Yes; spent a year in New York city
Mix together two cupfnla of grated when I was
Here's to the woman who has a smile
considerably
yoanger than I
of
salt, am now."
cheese, and a quarter teaspoonful
lor every Joy, a tear for every sorrow,
a pinch of cayenne, and a cupful of fine
"Well, what is the 'eastern question'?" ι consolation for every grief, an ex·
bread orumbs. Add two eggs beaten
"The only one I ever heard was, 'How lise for every fault a prayer for ev*
stiff, shape into small balls, roll in mnch is he worth?"
try misfortune, an encouragement for
orushed cracker ortimbs and fry in deep
ι very hope.—Sainte Foix.
fat. Serve on small squares of buttered
HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS.
toast, and pour over them a tomato
fever
will
Victims of hay
experience
sauce.—Ex.
Sympathy.
great benefit by taking Foley's Honey
Archie—Baw Jove, the wind blew a
to
allowed
as
it
difficult
be
never
and
should
breathing
A obild
Tar,
stops
•park from me pipe against me neck
sleep with a grown-up person if it is Immediately and heals the inflamed air
to Just now.
fail
should
If
to
and
even
It
a
bed
it
bave
for
to
itself;
passages,
possible
Reggie.—I noticed there seemed to
and never allow a child to even aleep in cure yon it will give instant relief. The
the aam· room with an invalid or aged genuine Is in a yellow paokage. For be a smell of burnlnf rubber la the
air.—Plck-JIe-UD.
sale bj ail druggists.
penoQ.
4

and over-eating. The stomach rehe'
'inder such abuse and sickness follov
Such errors may be quickly righted l:v
few doses of the "L. F." Atwood's Bit
ters. They sweeten stomach, cleanse th<
towels, arouse liver, and purify bl<;od
35c. at

OXFORDS
AT

W.O. Frothingham's
South Paris.

Picture Frames

druggists.

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
High Grade

and Oil

Sepia

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

can

L. M. TUFTS,

adrertlalnar Is the
mainet which pull* trade.
Good

You may have just n« good
values n» the other fellow, but
If be tells tbe public ubout his
ability to do better for them tbau
be
any Bne clue an<l you do uot
will get the trade.
Tell people why It 1» to their
advantage to trade with you.
Tell them convincingly and
keep telling them.

must

Squaring the Puzzle.
On cardboard draw an equilateral trl
angle, the larger the better. One of
four Inch side is a convenient size.

Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

The Human Milccfcon.
We have all beard of inii.Lnl <·!!·)'··I>ut have you ever 1ι..ι:·;1 of a huma
To prepare for su<h a
melodeon?
melodeoi! for an evening's entertain
ment, select eight boys or girls v. lu.

repeat his note.
"The Last Hose of Summer," begin
nlng on lower C, Is a good piece to
play on this odd Instrument.

Mouldings s,J.

&

tures are thrown into a centrai bowl,
shaken up. drawn out nnd passe.1
round for inspection nnd merry criticism. The folds are the dotted lines.

remember the notes assigner
The player plays on t!:el.
them.
heads as they kneel In a row. exactly
as if they were notes of a piano, ex
cept that to the audience the scale
h«
appears reversed. The lunes must
In the key of (', wlih no sharps or l!ai
As each head Is struck with a malic:
made of a ball of :'oft cotton 0:1 the
end of a thin «tick, tin· human not
must slug hl« note, using the syllabi
If his head Is struck twice. In·
"la."

stock of

Duck and Canvas

sort, some continuation being always
indicated.
Then these completed patchwork pic-

-Chicago Dry Goods Reporter.
drawing: power of an
ad. la eauRcd by ita circula-

Nichols St.;

A

SOUTH PARIS.
new

Lot

The l e>t of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closet*. No old
goods. Call and pee Ibis line, lobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

Li. M. Longloy,

Norway,

Maine.

The

tion.
the

If you want to reach
aae thla paper.

people,

Bargains.

Watch

been transformed Into blue vitriol
or sulphate of copper.
After the metals bave all been deposited they are gathered up and with

exhibit his feats of memory to the
yokels In the Inn parlor, and one and
all were thunderstruck except the
waiter. There is always one skeptic
In
communion, whether of
every

Some of the most common causes c
ill health arc hasty meals, unwise die*

complete

a

White and Brown

HOW TO FOLD.

Fine

Desirable Residence for Sale,
The

Capt.

H. N. BoNter home-

stead situated in South Par:* v. lage,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipment* a· u .ι I,
a two story house, ell and stable,

centrally

located. Apply to
S. WRIGHT, Aim.

JAMES

Timekeepers.

Key Winders and Stem Winders.
utf
Please call and see them.

S. RiotLards.

FA90T8.

into it two eggs and a There happened to be $50 in them which
Season with I intended handing you for a preeent."
cream.
salt and pepper and a little celery salt.
"William," eaid the woman, quietly,
Bake in timbale cases. A "timbale case" Ί believe you are lying."
Which he was, of course.
is a tiny cuplike form made of a batter
to a heated iron and is fried
which

Monroe, Me., igo6.
"We have used the true 'L. F.'
Atwood's Bitters in our family for
twenty-five years with good results.
We always keep them in the housThey are excellent for stomach troi:
ble.' Respectfully yours, J. A. Erale.,

Will find

for the linal addition of lc^a of any

on

now

the Impurities still remaining pressed
eometimes do, the steerage presents a Into cukes by a hydraulic machine
over.
the
on
different aspect than
voyage
which has α pressure of 200 tons
Mix two tablespoonfuls of flour, two
According to a writer in Harper's Maga- Again It Is melted (the gold and silver
of bread crumbs and four of grated zine for
E.
Lewis
MacBrayne,
September,
the
cheese. Place them in the middle of a the obvious "judgment of the steerage" each In separate vats, of course),
dinner plate, make a hole in the center on the return voyage is that the United pure metal being again deposited and
acand drop in the yolk of an egg, two States is a
place worth striving or starv- the impurities, aided by 'chemical
tablespoons of cold water, a pinch of red ing to reach. Hence these loquacious tlou, left floating on the top. The next
pepper, and a saltspoonful of salt. Work and enthusiastic home-goers do not re- and lust process runs the metals into
the flour, cheese and bread crumbs care- duce the tide of immigration by their
lugots ready for the markets of the
streams.
new
fully into the yolk and water. The departure, but start
world.
dough must be hard and dry. Knead Against this compelling judgment of the
until elastic. Koll out into a very thin
Mr.
nothing
MacBrayne,
steerage, says
Mtking a Dictionary.
sheet and cut into pieces the width of a short of actual exclusion can prevail.
When Johnson got his famous dicstraw and five inches long. Place on
and
tionary started he calculated that with
An Essential Point.
paper in the bottom of a baking pan
a
bake until
six assistants he could complete the
golden brown in a
camthe
Frank Hitchcock,
Republican
moderate oven.
in three years. It took him nine
task
of
long
is
fond
taking
paign manager,
the small
CHEESE BAMEKIN8.
walks in the country. On the occasion years instead. Πο received
Place a tablespoonful of butter in a of a recent visit to the South be started recompense of $7,500 and had to pay
to a his assistants out of that
saucepan; when melted mix in smoothly one day for a tramp out of Nashville
flour, half town called Parker. When he had gone
a heaping tablespoonful of
Webster worked twenty-four years
of salt, a quarter tea- some miles be encountered a man who before his dictionary made its bow to
a teaspoonful
spoonful of red pepper, and a half cup- was weeding a patch of ground near the the world. Wpbster was very punctil
ful of milk. Let it get hot and frothy, road.
ious in his definitions and so painstak"Am I on the road to Parker?'1 asked
but stir constantly, so that it does not
ing that It was a wonder be completed
burn. Add the yolks of three eggs well Hitchcock.
"You are," answered the man, survey- the work when he did.
beaten and a cupful of grated cheese.
The words which give the compiler
Stir it thoroughly and immediately re- ing Hitchoock with mild curiosity.
Pour into a bowl
move from the fire.
"Well, am I half-way there?" inquired of η dictionary the most trouble are
and set away to cool. When cold, fold the traveler.
the little one syllable Saxon words
in the stiffly whipped whites of the eggs
"Why, as to that," responded the man Their history extends back Into the
and pour into buttered ramekin dishes. in the pateb, "it would seem as if
Saxon period, and their meaning has
Bake for ten or fifteen minutes in a hot 'twould mako a difference where you
become twisted In many directions
oven.
started from."—Harper's Weekly.
Words with pedigrees are the bardes»
CHEESE A LA CONDE.
to trace.
Property Sized Up.
reinch
an
bread
of
thick,
rounds
Cut
"William," said the Oil City woman to
move a small piece in the centre of each,
A Memory Test.
her husband, "I gave away an old pair
till
the
and
cavity
melted
in
butter,
dip
of your trousers to-day."
A professor of mnemonics had gone
with finely chopped cheose and celery in
"You did? What color were they?"
to lecture ut or near Canterbury.
equal parts. Bake ten minutes in a hot
"Blue, I think."
in the
After the lecture was finished he had
oven, and place a poached egg
know
"Great Scot! Woman, do you
It was
Serve with toasted
to wait for his London train.
center of each slice.
what you've done?"
crackers and eliced lemon.
Was r most comfortless day, and he redon't.
I
"Why—no—William,
tired to an inn for shelter and refreshCHEESE TIMBALES.
there any money in them?"
and
of
cheese
half
a
"Was there any money in them? ment. To pass the time he begun to
pound
Chop finely
CHEESE

LADIES

THey

oo.HdLsiiPigSc Maintain
Good Health

to train the judgment, to
sharpen the perceptions and widen the
personal horizon, though as matters
stand now very few such processes point
to a definite activity.
Many of us are in that primary and

durance,

thoroughly
tablespoonful of

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 231.—Jingle Charade: Cap-lt-u
late.
No. 232.—Hidden Hardware: 1. Nail.
2. 8crew. 3. Hammer. 4. Wire. 5.
Bolt. 0. Wrench.
No. 233.—Geographical Tangle: Canada, Alabama. Bahama, Havana, Panama, Caracas, Atacama, Parana, Ca-

η κ

visable to abstain from meat it will be
(onnd a very satisfactory substitute. As
it contains nearly three times the nutriment in any other food, it should never
be eaten in large quantities. When eaten hot in prepared dishes, it is thorough-

Um4 %y Those Who With to 8wear
Without Being Profane.
Pseudo swear words are of strange
and wondrous kind, and great ingeThey do so many things, they rash
them up.
about so, hither and yon, they invent nuity Is used In thinking
Patchwork picture» are great fun for
so many small and silly occupations, em- Of course "darn" and "durn's" parentbroidering buttons, and making hideous tge is not bard to guess, but such ex- •Id and young. Each player draws ou
worsted stitches on canvas, they exhaust pressions as "geewllliklne," "golly" the upper part of a slip of paper some
themselves creating such false needs and and "gosh," wben used as substitutes
fancy bead aud folds it back, tearing
standards out of an idle brain and a for
profane words, are barder to trace. Just enough In sight to guide 'his left
the outer
vacaot consciousness that
Δ southerner once was beard to use hand neighbor, who ta'.;es tt and adds
This
world is littered with their deeds.
Again the slips are handed
is a case where the world Is quite defi- In tbe course of a single description a body.
nitely worse off for a lack o( mental oc- the expressions "dog bite 'em," "gosb
cupation In people. It Is quite true that all fishhooks," "dad rat 'em" and
in a certain stage of culture, all thinking, "Jumpin' gee whiz."
From a roan who lives In Connectiespecially all philosophical thinking,
should be applicable to action, and all cut come these expressions: "Great
activity make for the betterment of the horned toads and firecrackers," "gum
world. But this would argue a much
swat," "gol dast it" and "by the ter:
more advanced stage of Intelligence in
the world than we have reaohed so far. ual bowwows."
À Pennsylvanlan la responsible for
Most thinking, most doing, and surely
all education is in a purely experimental tbe expression "sacrificial pollywogs,"
stage just now. And what one mainly the meaning of which Is not exactly
dares to affirm is that any thinking, clear. Many Hoosiers swear "by grareading, studying, any time applied vy," and tbe exclamation "JImlny
simply to culture, though It may be with krauts" Is common In some parts of
no definite activity in view, has, If not
A Chicago man relieves
the very highest value, at any rate its the country.
feelings after missing
bis
overwrought
educative
own
value.
Almost any
mental en- a shot In billiards by shouting "sacred
tends to

beat

nose

A Grammar Lesson.
Teacher—Mary, make a sentence with
"dogma" as the subject.
Mar}· (after careful thought)—The
dogma has three puppies.

α

QUEER EXPRESSIONS.

Being aad Doing.

We all recognize the annoyance suffered from people who think too little
Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the ladles aad talk too maoh—almost as much
la solicited. Address: Editor Hoiuiuuu' trouble comes into the world by people
Coluvm, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Paris, Me. who think too little and do too much.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last

L
Then

it

cut

out

and

divide

it

straight cuts into pieces that when
arranged will form a square.

by

re-

Cow That Turned a Faucet.
On the Portland (Ore.) poor farm is
said to be a cow that turned the faucet
of the hydrant in the back yard an !
Kim· herself a drink when sin· v.aiiti·.;
it. As she diil not turu tin· water < ."Ï
when she had enorg'i. it berime mc»
sary to put < 11 a different kin I of fin
.-

'•et. and when bossy came next <'·»>
•she was puzzled, but she did not h m
to go. to the river for a drink, for t!i
matron, who had watchcd he:*, had
watering trough made, into which :·
small stream of cold water ran all t!i
time.

will and testament of
CARRIE M. BOYVTON, late of Brownflei I,
In the County of Oxfopl, deceased, and given
bonde as the law direct*. All persons baring
demande against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay.
ment Immediately.
JAMES R. HILL.
July 21st, 190H.

Bankrupt's

)

In Bankruptcy.
TURNER,
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. clarence IIale, Judge of the Dis-

CRA1U

trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
TURNER, of Rumford, In the County
j of Oxford, and .State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully represents that on the.loth
■
lay of Nov., last past, he was duly adjudged
to
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating all
ltankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
his property and rights of property, and has fully
Acts
compiled with all the requirements of said
and of the orders of Court touching Ills bank-

tIRAIG

ruptcy.

decreed
prays, That he may l»c from
all
have a full discharge
sal<i
under
his
estate
debtA provable against
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exdischarge.
cepted oy law from such
Dated this 'iotli day of Julv, A. D. It»)-.
CRAIG TURNER, Bankrupt.
wherefore he

by the Court

The Broken Ott?gcn.
fut out in stiff cardboard four piec»s
shaped as Fig. 1, four as Fig. 2 au !
four as Fig.
taking ca/e tli.it they

Discharge.

Petition for

In the matter of

ail exactly true in shape and proto oue another.
Now see whether you can put the
twelve pieces together so as to form a
are

perfect octagon.

Concerning Bells.

1 to have had
under:;t
their origin In China, but at so remote
a time that uo precise date can be
given. Their first use was to clear the
Itlr of evil spirits and to drive off the
1 tortus. Old European records tell how
the tolling of bells kept the devils from
assaulting believers; hence their con
uection with churches. Bells may be
Kelts are

traced In Europe back to the sixth century. but were not generally introduced
Into the western church much before
the

eighth century.

A Family Turtle.
A Massachusetts boy. Nathan Samp
has found a venerable turtle
ϋοη,
which bears markings made by his
grandfather, now elghty-oue years old.
which were put on In 1840, and by his
great-grandfather, who marked the
Rame

KILLtme COUCH

two

CURE

THE

It la very useful to you and

Answer.—Umbrella.

m·.

ed with

Oxford and Hebron, who

will he pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a pail, jug
Read what
or any vessel.
the Pre?» says of this wonderful invention.

Willard M'f'g Co.,
Lewiston,

Dr. King's
New Discovery

flaine.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

JSIlL

Zr^ÊÊkHK*
TJin

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OS MONET REFUNDED.

We have arrang-

to sell our goods in the
towns of Paris, Norway.

with

FOR Colds'8

Strainer

W. WALKER & SON

A.

LUNGS

Designs

Copyrights Ac.

Anyone ending η sketrh «nd descrlpt
«I
quickly ascertain our opinion free t tn,·
Invention is probably patentable

>■

ttons strictly confidential. .HAND BOOK
free, oldest aiiency for securing pet.·
i'atenta taken through Mutin A to. r·
no(lc«, without charge, la the

tent

»».

<l*«

Scientific American.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

tr.sy

ipfrUil

Optician.

cirA handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest
I
culation of any scientific Journal. Ten
new»!,· mrs.
year: four months, fL. rioidbyull

MUNN & Co.3e,B™"-" New York
D. C.
Branch Office. C24 V St.. Wasbiugtuu.

WAN j

"Let'· go right in." said Mousle Wee,
"And have our aupper here."
8ald Mousle Wise, with solemn eyes,
"It Is α trap. I fear."

A Useful Thing.
Tou can put It up or put It down
Just as you wish, you see,
But Mr. Wind turns It Inside out

out one.

stated.

Witness,the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the sal I Court, and the seal thereof, at Fortland, In said District, on the 15ih day of Aug.,
A. D. 190*.
JAMES E. HKvVEY, Clerk, *
[L. e.J
λ true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. 1IKWEY,Clerk

and

Is one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the
No farmer should l>e with-

Order of Notice Thereon.

District ok Maine, β*.
On this i.'ith day of Aug., A. D. l'.WS,on reading
the foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
of Sept., Α. I).
upon the same on the 4th
I'jos, before said Court at Cortland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the -<ald time and place,
anil show cause, If any they have, why the
be granted.
prnverof said petitioner should not
And It Is further ordered ]>>· the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

turtle lu 1810.

Three Littl· Mice.
Three little mlie went out one night
To see what they could find.
A house they spied, door open wide,
And. oh, a bacon rind!
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for «ale. Not p.-rtictilnr ab ut I
■ Wish to hear from owner only « ο
■ will »ell dircct to bu\c*.
Gh pr. s.
■ description and state vvh«n pot cstlol
■ Mn be hrol. Address,
■ L DARBY: HIRE. Roi is)9 BocWxK.T.
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